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Abstract

This thesis investigates how a chosen cloud application architecture affects the
application’s security during the application’s lifecycle. Cloud adoption keeps growing
each year as organizations move to the cloud to profit from the agility and other
benefits, like cost savings and security, that major cloud providers advertise. The same
organizations moving to the cloud are looking to adopt modern agile methodologies
like DevSecOps that emphasize security during the application lifecycle. For these
organizations, it is critical to understand if and how the chosen cloud architecture
affects how DevSecOps can be performed.

To answer the research questions, first, a set of DevSecOps activities were identified
by a literature survey, then two identical applications with different cloud architectures
were deployed on AWS, and DevSecOps activities were implemented for them. The
two architectures differed in the type of cloud computing services used as the compute
backend for the application. One architecture used an IaaS service, and the other a
FaaS service. Based on the results of implementing the different activities, it became
clear that the chosen application architecture has a significant impact on the way
the activities could be implemented and so the security of the application.
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Tiivistelmä
Tässä työssä tutkitaan, miten valittu pilvisovellusarkkitehtuuri vaikuttaa sovelluksen
tietoturvallisuuteen sovelluksen elinkaaren aikana. Pilvipalveluiden käyttöönotto
kasvaa vuosi vuodelta, kun organisaatiot siirtyvät pilveen hyötyäkseen ketteryy-
destä ja muista eduista, kuten kustannussäästöistä ja tietoturvallisuudesta, joita
suuret pilvipalveluntarjoajat mainostavat. Samat organisaatiot, jotka siirtyvät pil-
veen, haluavat ottaa käyttöön nykyaikaisia ketterän kehityksen menetelmiä, kuten
DevSecOpsin, joissa korostetaan tietoturvallisuutta sovelluksen elinkaaren aikana.
Näiden organisaatioiden kannalta on ratkaisevan tärkeää ymmärtää, vaikuttaako
valittu pilviarkkitehtuuri siihen, miten hyvin DevSecOps-toimintamallia voidaan
toteuttaa.

Tutkimuskysymyksiin vastaamiseksi ensin tunnistettiin joukko DevSecOps-aktiviteetteja
kirjallisuustutkimuksen avulla, sitten AWS:ssä otettiin käyttöön kaksi identtistä
sovellusta, joilla oli erilaiset pilviarkkitehtuurit, ja niille toteutettiin DevSecOps-
aktiviteetteja. Nämä kaksi arkkitehtuuria erosivat toisistaan sen suhteen, minkä tyyp-
pisiä pilvipalveluja sovelluksen laskentatukena käytettiin. Toisessa arkkitehtuurissa
käytettiin IaaS-palvelua ja toisessa FaaS-palvelua. Eri aktiviteettejen toteuttamisesta
saatujen tulosten perusteella kävi selväksi, että valitulla pilvisovellusarkkitehtuurilla
on merkittävä vaikutus siihen, miten aktiviteetit voitiin toteuttaa, ja siten myös
sovelluksen tietoturvallisuuteen.
Avainsanat AWS, Pilvilaskenta, DevSecOps, Tietoturva, EC2, Lambda
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1 Introduction
Cloud adoption keeps growing every year, and it is expected that public cloud end-
user spending will reach nearly $500 billion in 2022, with a growth of 20% compared
to 2021 spending. [1] As many organizations move to the cloud to profit from the
agility and other benefits, like cost savings and security that companies like Amazon
Web Services, Microsoft, and Google say their cloud platforms provide, they might
find it hard to fully benefit from each area as they are not able to keep pace with
the change in the cloud platforms. [2, 3]

Every prominent cloud service provider advertises how secure their cloud platform
is. However, for organizations just starting to adopt the cloud, it is not necessarily
clear what the actual security capabilities of the platforms are and what the gaps
within the cloud providers’ security services are as they try to secure their cloud envi-
ronments. Although their foundational security skills are still applicable, traditional
security teams suddenly face a very different way of securing environments when
using the cloud as legacy on-premises tools and perimeter defence strategies do not
work for detection and defence in the cloud. To competently defend the organization’s
cloud resources, the security teams must undergo a significant transformation as they
adopt cloud platform native detection and automation capabilities. As organizations
adopt the cloud, their security teams will have to become more modernized with
their skills, processes, technologies, and architectures.

The same organizations adopting the cloud are likely trying to adopt secure agile
methodologies like DevSecOps to deliver secure software. So while they grow their
security skills and knowledge around the cloud for the security teams, they also have
to upskill their DevOps teams to integrate security into the software development
lifecycle.

To complicate cloud adoption further, the different cloud platforms offer hundreds
of different services to choose from. For each major cloud platform, there are
many different ways of deploying the same application with different types of cloud
computing services ranging from Infrastructure as a service to Function as a service.
These different considerations bring up multiple different questions, like how an
organization can select the most secure architecture and how do cloud-native security
services interact with different categories of services like computing, networking and
storage services. For organizations adopting the cloud, it is critical to understand
what type of consequences architecture choice has for the application’s security during
its lifecycle. With this understanding, organizations can have a secure cloud adoption
journey.

1.1 Research goals
As organizations are adopting the cloud and modern secure software development
methodologies like DevSecOps, they are faced with the challenge of combining these
two while getting overloaded with information about different cloud services available.
With so many services, there are multiple different ways any organization might
choose to deploy the same application in the cloud. The objective of this thesis is
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Figure 1: IaaS architecture diagram

Figure 2: Serverless architecture diagram

to evaluate how a chosen application architecture affects an application’s security
during its lifecycle. This is done by investigating what effects the chosen architecture
has on how DevSecOps activities can be adopted. The investigation is done on two
different cloud application architectures on Amazon Web Services, see figure 1 and
2. The architectures are hereinafter referred to as the IaaS architecture and the
Serverless architecture.



Architecture choice is something done in the “plan” phase of the DevSecOps
lifecycle. So if the architecture choice affects how easily and if certain security-related
activities, later in the cycle, can be performed, it should be known when planning.
This type of information is not unfortunately readily available. Although a lot of
information around cloud architectures exists it is not focused on security and reading
and understanding it requires a certain amount of expertise that organizations just
adopting the cloud might not have yet. This is why another goal of the thesis is
to provide information about AWS specifically, the services it has, and how they
interact with security-related services within AWS. And finally to hopefully provide
some new perspective for architecture security reviews so that instead of reviewing
architectures as a “snapshot” they should instead be reviewed more holistically.

1.2 Thesis Structure
The rest of the thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 provides the background
and context for the topic and research questions of the thesis. Chapter 3 covers the
methods used to answer the research questions for the thesis, so how the different
identified DevSecOps activities were selected and what the deployed application is
that their implementation is tested on. Chapter 4 covers the implementation and
results of the DevSecOps activities identified in the previous chapter for both of the
application architectures reviewed. Chapter 5 reflects on the topic of the thesis, and
finally, chapter 6 summarizes the work and concludes the thesis.
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2 Background
This chapter covers the background of different topics concerned in the thesis. First,
cloud computing is discussed, after AWS and the basics of relevant AWS services,
which relate to the architectures reviewed in this thesis. Finally, DevOps and
the transition to DevSecOps are covered along with a key concept of DevSecOps,
infrastructure as code.

2.1 Cloud Computing
Cloud computing is the delivery of computing resources and services over the internet,
and a cloud is the environment where these are run. Clouds or cloud computing
are not technologies themselves; rather, they can be considered abstractions for IT
environments. Using a cloud computing platform, instead of the user owning the
physical server and perhaps the data centre as well, the user is able to access and
provision these computing resources and services via the internet with a pay-as-you-go
payment model. The companies providing these cloud computing services for users
are called cloud service providers (CSPs). In late 2021, the biggest CSP is Amazon
Web Services (AWS) with 41% market share, the next biggest is Azure with 21%,
and the third is Google Cloud Platform (GCP) with 10% market share [4].

The pay-as-you-go payment model of the cloud is one of the benefits that all
the major CSPs describe. Instead of the user paying for the fixed costs of buying
hardware, software, and running the data centre, the user can instead just pay for
the variable expenses of IT as they consume it. Some other benefits multiple different
CSPs list are speed, scaling, global scale, and security. [2]

Almost all the different services provided by CSPs are provided as self-service
on-demand, so a user can provision huge amounts of infrastructure resources and
services within minutes. All the major CSPs have a graphical user interface (GUI)
and a command-line interface (CLI) that the users can use to view and provision
their infrastructure and services. As compared to a traditional data centre where
equipment might have to be ordered, then when it arrives, it needs to be set up, and
after that, it is ready to be used. [2]

Another benefit of cloud computing vs traditional user-managed data centre
computing is scaling. Instead of the user having to predict the demand for their
application and having to over-provision hardware to be prepared for peak loads, many
services offered on cloud computing platforms offer mechanisms for automatically
scaling resources up or down to grow or shrink capacity based on need. [3]

CSPs own data centres in many geographic locations around the world. This way,
users can bring resources closer to the end-user to reduce latency or to a specific
location due to compliance requirements. [5, 6]

Security is also something CSPs say is a benefit of cloud computing [3]. For many
companies, the journey from the on-premise data centre to the cloud is conditional
on being able to demonstrate, to functions within the company, that the cloud they
are moving to offers a comprehensive set of security features and controls. This is
one of the reasons CSPs have put much effort into providing a set of security-related
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services for their customers.
All of these positives come with downsides as well that users need to think about

when they start using clouds. With the agility comes a downside of having to protect
and control an entirely new area that was not there in an on-premise computing
world, the service endpoints. Since, essentially the cloud computing platforms are
a collection of data centres with internet-facing APIs that users can call from CLI,
GUI, or SDKs, they need to be protected and monitored. Users might need to
become more familiar with this way of interacting with resources and services as
they transition to using clouds.

CSPs advertise security as a benefit of cloud computing platforms. From the
shared responsibility perspective, discussed in section 2.1.1, this does make sense as
the customer’s responsibility area is not as big as in an on-premise environment. How-
ever, from a security service and feature perspective, there are significant differences
between how the familiar tools from an on-premise environment work and operate in
cloud environments. Those tools from the on-premise world are not enough to secure
clouds, so cloud-native security services need to be used to operate a secure cloud
environment. To make matters worse, it seems like CSPs have, for now, focused on
providing a variety of different services to cover as many areas as possible and to not
necessarily make all security-related services the best they could be.

There are multiple different forms of cloud computing. There are multiple different
ways of categorizing these, but most often, they fall into four different categories:
Infrastructure as a service (IaaS), Platform as a service (PaaS), Serverless or Function
as a service (FaaS), and Software as a service (SaaS). These different levels depict
the amount of control and management left to the users’ responsibility area. [2]

IaaS is the most basic category of cloud computing. With IaaS, users rent
infrastructure, e.g., virtual machines (VMs), networking, and storage from the CSP.
With PaaS, users no longer need to manage any underlying infrastructure. Instead,
users are able to focus on the deployment and management of their applications.
Serverless, which overlaps with PaaS, also focuses on letting the users just focus on
building the application instead of having to worry about the infrastructure running
it. Usually, FaaS services also handle the scaling of the application based on demand
automatically as well. With SaaS, everything is abstracted to a level where the user
can just focus on using the application. Meaning the CSP is handling everything
from the infrastructure to the software. [2]

2.1.1 Shared Responsibility Model

In cloud computing, the security and compliance of the cloud is a shared responsibility
between the user and the CSP. Compared to the traditional on-premise model, where
the user owns everything from the physical hardware level, and so everything is
the user’s responsibility. When moving to the cloud, a part of the responsibility
transfers over to the CSP. This shared responsibility model can ease some concerns
users might have when moving over to the cloud. CSPs operate, manage and control
everything from the physical security of their data centres and the physical hardware
within them to the host operating system (OS) and virtualization layer running in
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the servers. The users instead assume the responsibility of operating, managing, and
controlling the guest OS and applications running in it. [7]

Below figure 3 shows how AWS, the CSP used to implement the application
architectures in this thesis, differentiates their responsibility area and the customers.
They refer to their area of responsibility as the security “of” the cloud and the
customer’s responsibility area as security “in” the cloud.

Figure 3: Shared responsibility in AWS. Source: [7]

For CSPs being secure in the area of their responsibility area is extremely impor-
tant from a reputation point of view. According to Gartner, through 2025, 99% of
cloud security failures will be the customers’ fault [8]. These will be due to customers’
failure in design, configuration, or security model.

The area of customer responsibility is based on which type of services they
choose to use from the CSPs. For example, with IaaS services, users have more
responsibilities compared to if they choose to use Serverless or PaaS services. But it
also works so that IaaS users will have more room for customization compared to
FaaS or SaaS services, as not as much of the configuration is covered by the CSP.
Below, figure 4 depicts the responsibility areas of the customer and AWS in some of
the services used in the architectures reviewed in this thesis.

[7]
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Figure 4: Shared responsibility for the different services part of architectures reviewed.
Source: [9]

2.2 Amazon Web Services and common services
Amazon Web Services is the cloud service provider (CSP) used to implement the
architectures reviewed in this thesis. AWS is currently the biggest CSP with 41%
market share in late 2021 [4]. AWS first launched in 2006, offering a single service.
[10] Since then, it has grown steadily and currently offers over 200 different services
from 25 different categories ranging from IaaS and PaaS to SaaS. Many large
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organizations like Netflix, Twitch, LinkedIn, and Facebook are using AWS heavily,
and all of them are spending over $10 million per month on AWS services [11].

AWS currently operates 26 regions, which are physical locations around the world
in North America, South America, EMEA, and the Asia Pacific. The regions contain
Availability Zones (AZs) which are clusters of one or more data centres. The AZs
are physically separate from each other to better protect them from issues like power
outages and natural disasters. In addition to regions, AWS provides other methods
of bringing users’ applications even closer to the end-user single-digit millisecond
latencies. [12]

To start using AWS, an AWS account needs to be created. An account works as
the container for all resources a user creates on the account. Resources in AWS are
entities that the user can work with, for example, IAM identities, virtual machines,
and databases. There are a few different ways to interact with resources within an
AWS account. Users are either able to log in to the Management Console which
provides a GUI, or they can interact with resources via CLI or SDK. When for
example, an EC2 instance is created, that resource is tied to the account it was
created on. Only users on that account that have the correct permissions can see the
EC2 instance and interact with it. Most resources in AWS are tied to a region they
were created in. If a user logs in to the management console, they would only see a
certain region’s resources when they go to, for example, the EC2 service. Users are
able to change the region in the top right-hand corner of the management console.
[13]

Figure 5: Management Console view of the EC2 service in the Ireland region.
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As stated earlier, AWS currently offers over 200 different services. Only 20 of these
services are listed under the security, identity & compliance category of services, but
there are many other services that provide security capabilities that are listed under
different categories like management & governance. Managing a security program
can be challenging due to factors like this and other factors, including having to
navigate through different types of management consoles that need extensive AWS
expertise. Only within the last five years has AWS invested heavily in adding new
security services. One of the more famous security services, AWS GuardDuty, was
just released in late 2017 [14].

The rest of this section covers the basics of services that are common to both
architectures used in this thesis.

2.2.1 Identity and Access Management

In the thesis writer’s opinion, it is useful, in terms of understanding IAM, to think
of cloud computing platforms like AWS as a collection of data centres with internet-
facing APIs that provide access and control over the resources. This way of thinking
can help with understanding the new risk associated with cloud computing platforms
compared to traditional on-premises computing. How do we control access to this
environment?

AWS Identity and Access Management (IAM) is a service that helps users to
control access to their AWS resources. IAM is used to authenticate and authorize
identities to use, view, and modify resources. There are a few key concepts that
should be understood when it comes to IAM [15]:

• Principal is an identity that can make a request for an action on an AWS
resource. The principals are authenticated as the AWS account root user or as
IAM entities like users and roles.

• Authentication is required from principals to send requests to AWS. STS
and S3 services allow certain requests to come from anonymous users, but all
other services require authentication.

• Request is what a principal sends to AWS when they interact with AWS
Management Console, AWS application programming interface (API), or AWS
CLI. The request contains the following information:

– Actions - The actions that the principal is requesting to perform. The
actions all are the same no matter if they’re performed on AWS Manage-
ment Console or AWS CLI or AWS API. All interactions withing AWS
are actions.

– Resources - The resource on which the action is performed on.
– Principal - The principal e.g., IAM role or user. This includes the policies

associated with the AWS IAM entity the user used to authenticate.
– Environment data - Additional information like user agent, date time,

IP address etc.
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– Resource data - Data related to the request if action is targeting one,
like EC2 instance ID, etc.

• Authorization is about checking if the principal is allowed to complete their
request. During authorization, AWS checks the policies and actions that came
with the request to see if the action should be denied or allowed.

• Actions are defined by service and are about things you can do in a service
e.g., listing all the lambda functions or terminating an EC2 instance. After
a request has been authenticated and authorized, AWS approves the actions
from the request.

• Resources after a request is approved they can be performed on a resource.

In the diagram 6 below is an example visualization of a request flow in AWS. A
principal is authenticated, then it sends a request that is authorized. The request
contained some action that is performed on a resource.

Figure 6: Simplified AWS IAM flow for a request. Source: [15]

As everything users do within AWS is actions, it is very important from a security
perspective that these actions are monitored for suspicious activity. AWS provides a
service called CloudTrail to help with this monitoring. CloudTrail integrates with
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AWS STS and IAM to record all actions taken by IAM users and roles and AWS
services. CloudTrail records all actions as events, and the events are visible in the
management console for 90 days. The events are JSON format records that contain
information about the action taken, like which IAM principal performed the action,
when did the action happen, and what was the source IP address for the request.
Users are also able to configure log storage, where these logs can be stored for years
if needed. With CloudTrail, users are, for example, able to view actions taken by a
certain user at a certain time period or to view IP addresses where some requests
are coming from. CloudTrail also integrates with AWS GuardDuty, which is a threat
detection service within AWS. GuardDuty will create alerts based on suspicious user
activity, for example, if actions are being taken from a suspicious IP. [16]

2.2.1.1 Users

An IAM user is one of the resource types within IAM. A user is an entity that is
created on an AWS account to represent a person or an application that is making
requests to AWS. A user is made of a name and credentials. These credentials can,
for example, be a password if the user needs to sign in to the management console to
have a graphical user interface or access keys if the user interacts with AWS via CLI
or the API. Each IAM user is associated with one account and has a unique identifier
associated with it. Commonly developers might have users with a password, so they
can access the management console of AWS and have a nicer user experience in AWS.
Machine or application identities might also have IAM users with the credentials
configured as access keys, so a combination of an access key ID and a secret access
key. These machine users can use the access keys to, for example, deploy applications
in continuous integration / continuous delivery (CI/CD) pipelines. [17]

An IAM user does not have any permission to request any actions unless those
actions are explicitly allowed in policies attached to the user. So when a user is
created, before any policies are attached to the user, all actions will be denied. [17]

Users in AWS are used to provide long-term credentials, meaning the credentials
don’t ever expire automatically. It is a best practice that access keys and passwords
are rotated, meaning creating a second access key and then deleting the old one or
setting a password expiration period, but this is on the responsibility of the user to
configure. There have been multiple high-profile security incidents where credentials
were either exposed via git repositories [18] or somehow else have leaked and then a
malicious actor has caused a lot of havoc with them. One of those famous cases was
when a former Cisco employee in 2018 used access keys five months after he left the
company to destroy 456 EC2 instances and caused $2.4 million worth of damages
[19].

2.2.1.2 Roles

IAM roles are similar to IAM users, as they are also one of the resource types within
the IAM service and policies can be attached to them to provide access in AWS.
The difference is that instead of being associated with a single person or application,
roles are meant to be assumable by anyone who needs to. So, for example, an AWS
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account could have a role called “Developer” that allows some of the human users
on the account to assume it to get access to actions defined in policies attached
to the role. Also, with roles, there are no long-term credentials. Instead, when
roles are assumed, temporary security credentials are provided for that session. By
default, these temporary credentials are valid for an hour. [17] The AWS service
called Security Token Service, and the action AssumeRole is used by principals to
assume a role and so generate temporary security credentials for a role [20].

Many AWS services require users to pass an IAM role to the service. This way,
services like Lambda are able to perform actions on behalf of the user, like creating
elastic network interfaces (ENI) or sending logs to CloudWatch. Other resources like
EC2 instances can also have roles attached to them. This way, they are, for example,
able to access resources like storage services like S3 without permanent credentials
being configured on the instance. When the EC2 instance needs to access the S3, it
will assume the role and use the temporary credentials to make the request. [17]

Because resources are also able to have access to roles, which grant permissions
within AWS, this increases the impact of some vulnerabilities. In 2019 Capital One
had access keys exposed from an EC2 instance via an SSRF vulnerability. The
EC2 instance had a role attached that granted full access to the S3 storage service,
and attackers were able to download the contents of 700 S3 buckets to their local
machines. [21]

2.2.1.3 Policies

Access in AWS is managed by creating and attaching policies to IAM users, groups
of users, roles and some AWS resources. AWS supports six different types of
policies: identity-based policies, resource-based policies, Service Control Policies,
Access control lists, session policies and permission boundaries. The most commonly
used policies are identity- and resource-based policies. An identity-based policy is
something that is associated with a user or a role, and it is used to grant access to
actions for those IAM identities. Some resources, like S3 buckets, can have resource-
based policies attached to them that can be used to control access to those resources.
When an IAM principal, i.e., user or role, makes a request, these policies are sent
along the request. The policies are then evaluated to authorize the request, and it is
either allowed or denied.

Policies define the permissions for action no matter where the actions are taken,
so if the request comes from the management console or CLI or the API, the policies
are always processed similarly. During authorization, when AWS is evaluating the
policies and statements within them, AWS applies logical OR across statements and
policies when deciding if a request should be denied or allowed. An explicit deny in
effect always overrides allow. These policies are written in JSON format. Below is
an example of an identity-based policy that could be attached to a user or a role to
provide access to the S3 service.
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{
"Version": "2012-10-17",
"Statement": [

{
"Sid": "OptionalStatementID",
"Effect": "Allow",
"Action": [

"s3:List*",
"s3:Get*"

],
"Resource": [

"arn:aws:s3:::secret-password-data",
"arn:aws:s3:::secret-password-data/*"

],
"Condition": {"Bool": {"aws:MultiFactorAuthPresent": "true"}}

}
]

}

Listing 1: Example identity-based policy granting access to actions in S3 service.

The policies are made up of the following elements:

• Version - Version of the policy language, latest is 2012-10-17.

• Statement - A list of policy statements. Can be one or more.

• Sid (Optional) - Identifier for the statement

• Effect - Allow or Deny to specify how the act

• Principal (Required if a resource-based policy) - For example in resource-based
policies, that might be attached to an S3 bucket, a principal, like an account,
a user, or a role needs to be specified.

• Action - List of actions, supports wildcards with *

• Resource (Conditionally required) - List of resources to which the actions
apply. Optional for resource-based policy. If not included then the action
applies to the resource to which the policy is attached.

• Condition - Special conditions under which the policy grants permission, for
example, source IP range or MFA needs to be enabled
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2.2.2 Networking

Like all the major CSPs, AWS provides a set of networking-related services that
allow the users to control the networking of their cloud environment and harden the
network in accordance with company policy or to comply with standards.

This section covers the basics of Networking services offered by AWS that are
relevant to the architectures reviewed in this thesis. Their relevant security features
and considerations will also be discussed. The services covered are ordered in a
way that you can think of the first as the outer layer of the networking, with each
service discussed after being inside the one before. Below is a diagram visualizing
the networking components in the serverless architecture. A similar diagram for
the IaaS architecture can be found in appendix A. Usually, these components like
elastic network interfaces (ENI), security groups (SG), and network access control
lists (NACL) are not visualized in architecture diagrams [22] but understanding them
is key in understanding the network flow within AWS and therefore how to harden
your application environments.

Figure 7: Serverless architecture diagram with network components visible

Below is a diagram depicting in what order the different components are evaluated
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when determining if traffic will reach the destination from a source. In this case, the
source is the API lambda from the serverless architecture, and the destination is the
database. The first row of the diagram shows steps evaluated for when the lambda
function calls the database endpoint, and the second row shows when the database
responds to the lambda. From the diagram, it is also visible how many steps there
are for the traffic to arrive from the source to the destination. These steps are also
points where traffic can be controlled, and the network hardened, but these will be
discussed further in the components’ corresponding sections.

Figure 8: Network flow visualized from source to destination

2.2.2.1 Virtual Private Cloud

Virtual Private Cloud (VPC) is the virtual network component in AWS. AWS has
designed it to resemble a traditional network a user might already have operated in
an on-premise environment. VPC can be thought of as the outermost layer of the
networking components within AWS.

A VPC is a network resource spanning all the availability zones of a region
dedicated to the user’s account. It is logically isolated from other VPCs in the AWS
cloud. When creating a VPC user assigns it an IPv4 or IPv6 CIDR block or both
from the private IP address ranges specified in RFC 1918 [23]. Most often, just IPv4
address ranges are used for VPC CIDR blocks as not all features of many key services
like EC2 are supported for IPv6 addresses. These IP addresses enable resources
that are deployed within the VPC to communicate with each other and with other
resources on the internet. After a VPC has been created, one or more subnets can
be added per AZ. [24]

VPC flow logs is a logging feature for VPCs. With VPC flow logs, users are able
to capture IP traffic information coming in and going out of the network interfaces
within the VPC. Flow logs are something the user can enable either on the network
interface, subnet, or VPC level. If a user chooses to enable flow logs on a subnet or
VPC level, all network interfaces within the subnet or VPC are monitored. When a
user enables flow logs, they can choose to publish the logs to either S3 or CloudWatch
services. VPC flow logs can not capture traffic to the instance metadata service
discussed in 2.3.1 or to the implicit router within the VPC. [25]
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Figure 9: Flow logs enabled on a VPC sending IP traffic logs from two ENIs to S3

When flow logs are enabled, flow log records are generated. Each record is a
string with fields separated by spaces that occurs within an aggregation interval.
The aggregation interval specifies an interval of time where IP traffic flow is captured
and then aggregated into a flow log record. By default, the aggregation interval is 10
minutes, but it can be lowered to one minute. After the traffic is captured, during
the aggregation interval, it takes a further 10 minutes at minimum to deliver the
logs to the chosen publishing location. So if a user sets the aggregation interval to
10 minutes, it might take 20 minutes from when the traffic happened to when it is
visible in the chosen log storage location. This is why flow logs can not be used for
real-time traffic monitoring. Flow logs are best used to perform analysis on traffic
patterns or to do investigations after security incidents. [25]

All of the available fields for the flow log records can be found in appendix B. By
default, only version 2 fields are enabled. Users can also specify a custom format
containing at least one of the fields. This way, users are able to customize the flow
log record format to match their needs. Flow logs cannot monitor the packet contents
as they only capture the packet metadata. [25]

To perform packet inspections, users can use the VPC feature called Traffic
Mirroring. Traffic Mirroring copies inbound and outbound traffic to an ENI of an
EC2 instance to another EC2 instance or to a Network Load Balancer. This instance
the traffic is copied to can perform operations on the traffic to inspect the contents
of the packet to improve the network security of the VPC. [26]
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2.2.2.2 Subnet

A subnet is a range of IP addresses in a VPC. Resources like EC2 instances and
databases are launched into subnets. When a subnet is created, an IP range that is
a subset of the VPC’s IP range needs to be specified. Each subnet is within a single
availability zone. Often subnets are referred to as being either private or public. This
is not a subnet-level configuration; rather, this is just determined by how traffic is
being routed within the subnet [27]:

• Private subnet the subnet’s traffic is not routed to an internet gateway or an
egress-only internet gateway. Routing to the internet is via NAT gateway.

• Public subnet the subnet’s traffic is routed to an internet gateway or an
egress-only internet gateway.

The first four IPs and the last of a subnet’s CIDR block are reserved by AWS,
and they can not be assigned to a resource. For example for a 10.160.0.0/24 CIDR
block subnet those would be [27]:

• 10.160.0.0 Network address

• 10.160.0.1 Implicit VPC router

• 10.160.0.2 DNS server for the VPC, the IP is the form the base range of the
VPC plus two. Also, for each subnet, the base plus two is reserved for DNS.

• 10.160.0.3 Reserved for future use

• 10.160.0.255 Although not supported for VPC, AWS reserves the network
broadcast address

2.2.2.3 Network Access Control List (NACL)

A network access control list is an optional layer of security for subnets. It acts as a
firewall for controlling ingress and egress traffic from one or more subnets. NACLs
can be used for example for adding similar rules as in the security groups for your
workload for an additional layer of security. All subnets need to be associated with a
single NACL. By default, the NACL allows all inbound and outbound traffic. [28]

NACL rules consist of the following parts:

• Rule number Rules will be evaluated starting from the lowest numbered
rule to the highest. If a rule matches it is used regardless if some other
higher-numbered rule might match also.

• Type Type of traffic; for example SSH. A custom range can also be specified.

• Protocol Any protocol that has a standard protocol number.

• Port range Port or a port range for the traffic.
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Inbound
Rule Nr. Type Protocol Port range Source Allow/Deny
100 All IPv4 traffic All All 0.0.0.0/0 ALLOW
* All IPv4 traffic All All 0.0.0.0/0 DENY
Outbound
Rule Nr. Type Protocol Port range Source Allow/Deny
100 All IPv4 traffic All All 0.0.0.0/0 ALLOW
* All IPv4 traffic All All 0.0.0.0/0 DENY

Table 2: Default NACL for a subnet with an IPv4 CIDR block

• Source For inbound rules the CIDR range for source traffic.

• Destination For outbound rules the CIDR range for destination traffic.

• Allow/Deny Whether traffic will be allowed or denied.

When a packet comes into the subnet, it is evaluated against the inbound rules
of the NACL starting from the lowest numbered rule to the highest. The first time
the packet matches with the rule, that rule’s Allow/Deny field value is applied to
determine if the packet is dropped or allowed to continue to the destination. [28]

2.2.2.4 Route table

Each VPC contains an implicit router at the base CIDR block of the VPC plus two,
as mentioned in 2.2.2.2. This implicit router controls where packets originating from
within the subnet or a gateway are directed. To determine this, the implicit router
uses the route table of the subnet or the gateway. A route table consists of a set of
rules called routes. Each route in a route table is made up of a destination and a
target. Below is an example of typical route tables for a public and a private subnet
for a 10.160.0.0/23 CIDR block VPC [29]:

Destination Target
10.160.0.0/23 local
10.0.0.0/8 vgw-id
0.0.0.0/0 ngw-id

Table 3: An example route table of a private subnet

In these examples, route tables for both the public and private subnets have all
packets with a destination in the CIDR block of the VPC, 10.160.0.0/23, routed to
target “Local”. This local target just means that the traffic is routed locally within
the VPC. The private route table has two overlapping destinations, one being the
VPCs CIDR block and the other the CIDR block of the corporate IP space. In case of
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Destination Target
10.160.0.0/23 local
0.0.0.0/0 igw-id

Table 4: An example route table of a public subnet

overlapping destination CIDR blocks, the most specific destination CIDR is used to
determine the target. For the private subnet’s route table, the 0.0.0.0/0 destination,
which includes all IPv4 addresses, is routed towards the NAT gateway. For the public
subnet, the 0.0.0.0/0 destination is routed towards the internet gateway.

2.2.2.5 Security Group

A security group is a virtual firewall for resources in AWS. It controls what traffic is
allowed to reach the resource and what traffic can leave resources it is associated
with. In the architectures reviewed in this thesis for example the security groups
attached to the EC2 instances and the Lambda control the ingress and egress traffic
for those resources. [28]

Like with ACLs in security groups rules are added to control the inbound and
outbound traffic. Although security groups and NACLs seem similar there are some
key differences:

Security group NACL
Attached to a resource Attached to a subnet
Allow rules only Allow and Deny rules
Stateful: return traffic is
allowed automatically

Stateless: return traffic needs
to be explicitly allowed in a rule

All rules are evaluated before
a decision is made

Rules are processed starting from
the lowest numbered to the highest

Only works on a resource if the
SG is explicitly associated with it Works on all resources within a subnet

Allows SGs to be referenced in
Source and Destination fields

Does not allow SGs to be referenced in
Source and Destination fields

Table 5: Differences between SGs and NACLs. Source [28]

By default, all traffic is denied and an allow rule is needed to let the traffic in to
the resource. As SGs are stateful a rule is not needed for return traffic. Below is an
example of an SG that might be attached to a PostgreSQL database instance.

In this example, the database instance allows inbound connections from the
backends from the architectures reviewed in this thesis. As security groups are
stateful, the response traffic is allowed automatically. For the outbound set of rules,
that can be empty as the database does not need to initiate connections anywhere.
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Inbound
Source Protocol Port range Description

sg-id of the backend instance
or a lambda

TCP 5432
Allows inbound database
connections from the lambda
or ec2 instance

Outbound
Source Protocol Port range Description

Table 6: Example of an SG for a PostgreSQL RDS database

2.2.2.6 Internet Gateway

Internet Gateway is a resource that attaches to a VPC to enable communication
between the VPC and the internet. The internet gateway lets resources within public
subnets connect to the internet if the resource has a public IP address. Resources from
the internet can also initiate connections to reach these resources within the public
subnets. Internet Gateway is a target for internet-bound traffic in public subnets’
route tables and also performs network address translation (NAT) for resources
within those subnets. Resources within VPCs are only aware of their private IP
addresses. Internet gateway provides a one-to-one NAT for the resources, so when
traffic leaves the subnet towards the internet, the reply address field is set to the
public IP of the resource. When traffic from the internet is coming into the VPC,
destined for the public IP address of the resource, Internet Gateway translates this
address to the resource’s private IP address before the traffic is delivered to the
resource. [30]

2.2.2.7 NAT Gateway

NAT gateway is a network address translation service. NAT gateways are used
so that resources from private subnets are able to communicate with the internet
without resources on the internet being able to initiate connections to the resources
in private subnets. In the default configuration for NAT gateways they are created
into a single public subnet with a public IP address. Traffic from private subnets
that needs to reach the internet is then routed towards the NAT gateway. [31]

2.2.2.8 Elastic Network Interface (ENI)

An elastic network interface is a logical component in a subnet that represents a
virtual network card. According to AWS, ENI is a feature within Elastic Compute
Cloud, but many resources like lambdas, RDS instances, Application load balancers,
NAT gateways, and many more resources create ENIs to communicate within a VPC.
So when for example, an EC2 instance is created, it will have a primary ENI that
has a primary private IPv4 address that will be used for communication within the
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VPC.
ENI can contain the following attributes:

• Primary private IPv4 address from CIDR range of the VPC.

• Secondary private IPv4 addresses from the CIDR range of the VPC. Can be
zero or more.

• Elastic IPv4 address (public and static IP). Can be zero to one per ENI.

• IPv6 address can be zero or more if an IPv6 CIDR block is associated with the
VPC

• Security groups, one or more.

• MAC address.

• Source/destination check flag

• Description

2.2.2.9 Network-to-VPC connectivity

Many organizations want to extend their internal networks into the cloud. There are
many reasons organizations might want to integrate their networks, like monitoring,
security, or just wanting to allow their internal users to connect to resources within
AWS like any other resources within their internal network. AWS provides many
different services which can be used to connect remote networks with an AWS VPC,
but for the purposes of this thesis, it is enough to understand that often from VPC
resources are able to reach internal networks. [32] Often there are firewalls where the
tunnels from the cloud terminate onto the organization’s sites. This allows another
point of control for the network traffic and allows logs to be collected for what traffic
is coming in and going out of the cloud from the organization’s WAN.

2.2.3 Simple Storage Service (S3)

Simple Storage Service (S3) is a SaaS-level object storage service in AWS. S3 is a
versatile storage service as it is often used for a variety of different use cases like
data lakes, static websites, backup data, big data analytics, and more. Data in S3 is
stored as objects within buckets. A bucket is a container for objects, and objects are
files and the metadata associated with those files. [33]

To start using S3, first, a bucket needs to be created. When creating a bucket, an
AWS region and a globally unique bucket name need to be specified. After a bucket
is created, objects can be uploaded to the bucket. By default, objects contain some
metadata like content type and date last modified. This metadata is just key-value
pairs, and custom metadata can be specified when objects are stored. Every object
in a bucket is uniquely identified by the key of the object, i.e., the name of the
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object and the version ID if versioning is enabled on the bucket level. If versioning is
enabled on the bucket, multiple versions of the object are kept in the bucket. [34]

By default, buckets and objects within them are private, and access needs to be
explicitly granted. Access to buckets and their contents can be specified using bucket
policies (resource-based policy), IAM policies, access control lists (ACLs) and S3
access points. [34]

Buckets and the objects in them are private by default and can be accessed only
if you explicitly grant access permissions. You can use bucket policies, AWS Identity
and Access Management (IAM) policies, access control lists (ACLs), and S3 Access
Points to manage access. Below is an example bucket policy to grant read access
to the objects within a bucket called static-site-prod to all principals, including
anonymous users. This type of bucket policy is often used for buckets meant for
hosting static sites. If you grant access to anonymous users, i.e., “*” principal, anyone
in the world can access the bucket contents. [34]

{
"Version": "2008-10-17",
"Statement": [

{
"Sid": "PublicReadGetObject",
"Effect": "Allow",
"Principal": "*",
"Action": "s3:GetObject",
"Resource": "arn:aws:s3:::static-site-prod/*"

}
]

}

Listing 2: Example bucket policy for a static frontend S3 bucket.

All buckets have a public endpoint reachable from the internet. The format for
accessing S3 buckets is the following https://<bucket-name>.s3.<region-code>
.amazonaws.com. For a bucket called static-site-prod on Europe Stockholm region the
bucket URL would be https://static-site-prod.s3.eu-north-1.amazonaws.
com. To access a file with the key static/icon.jpg the user would access https:
//static-site-prod.s3.eu-north-1.amazonaws.com/static/icon.jpg. [35]

2.2.4 CloudFront

CloudFront is the content distribution network (CDN) service in AWS. CloudFront
is used to speed up the distribution of web content to end users. When a user makes
a request to view content served via CloudFront, the request is routed to the nearest
edge location (data centre) to the user providing the lowest latency. CloudFront
uses the AWS backbone network to serve content through edge servers which are
separate from AWS regions and usually much closer to the end user than the region
and availability zone locations would be. [36]
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For CloudFront to deliver users’ content first, they need to specify an origin server.
This origin server can be, for example, an S3 bucket or an HTTP server hosted, for
example, on EC2 instances. Users then create a CloudFront distribution which tells
CloudFront where to get the files to distribute to the edge locations. When a distribu-
tion is created, CloudFront assigns this distribution a domain name. An example do-
main name for the distribution could be, for example, a113123exmpl8.cloudfront.net.
Users can also specify the distribution to use their own domain name. When the
distribution is configured, CloudFront sends the distribution configuration to all the
edge locations. [36]

When a user visits a website served through CloudFront, DNS will resolve so
that the request is routed to the closest edge location for the user. CloudFront will
then check its edge cache for the object and returns it to the user if it is found in the
cache. If not, then CloudFront forwards the request to the origin server, e.g., an S3
bucket. The origin server then sends the object to the edge location, and then the
edge forwards it to the user. CloudFront also then adds the object to its edge cache.
[37]

2.2.5 Relational Database Service

Relational Database Service (RDS) is a PaaS-level service to set up, operate and
scale relational databases in AWS. The RDS service takes care of patching, backups,
recovery, and more that users would have to handle themselves if they were to use
EC2, for example, to host their databases. At the core of the RDS service are
database (DB) instances which are isolated database environments running in a VPC.
A single DB instance can have multiple different databases, which can be accessed
using regular database monitoring and management tools. When creating a database,
an engine type needs to be specified. These are products that the user is most likely
already familiar with, like MySQL, PostgreSQL, and Oracle. The RDS instances
can either be public or private, depending on the configuration. If the RDS instance
is configured as public, it is reachable from the internet, and if it is private, it is only
reachable from a private IP address. [38]

When an RDS instance is created, AWS automatically assigns it a DNS hostname.
For example, this thesisinstance.123456789012.eu-west-1.rds.amazonaws.com
would be the hostname for an RDS instance with the identifier thesisinstance on
account ID 123456789012 that was deployed in the eu-west-1 region. [38]
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2.3 IaaS Architecture AWS services
This section covers the basics of two services that define the IaaS architecture; EC2
and Elastic Load Balancing. These two services make up the compute logic of the
backend and process the incoming API calls.

2.3.1 Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2)

Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) is an infrastructure as a service compute service in
AWS. AWS EC2 was the third service launched on the platform in 2006. With EC2,
users are able to launch and configure virtual servers and their storage, security, and
networking. As EC2 is an IaaS service, it offers the user more customizability but
also increases the responsibility area for the user. A breakdown of the user’s and
AWS’s responsibilities can be found in figure 4. All current EC2 virtual machines
run either on the Xen hypervisor or on the Nitro hypervisor. [39]

The virtual machines launched in the EC2 service are called instances. Each
EC2 instance is launched based on an Amazon Machine Image (AMI). An AMI is
basically a software configuration template containing the operating systems and
applications that will be on the instance when it is launched. The same AMI can be
used to launch multiple instances that will all have identical configurations. When
launching an instance, users can either choose an AMI provided by AWS, other
users in AWS, or from the AWS Marketplace. The Marketplace AMIs are purchased
from developers, and additional costs are incurred for using those AMIs as a base
for your instance. Every AMI is either EBS-backed or instance-store-backed. For
EBS-backed AMI, the root device for the instance launched is an Elastic Block
Storage (EBS) volume. For instance-store-backed AMI, the root volume is ephemeral
storage persisting only for the lifetime of the instance. When an instance is launched,
the root volume and possibly more EBS volumes are attached to the instance based
on the AMI configuration. [40]

When launching an EC2 instance, an instance type also needs to be specified.
The instance type determines the hardware on the host computer for the instance and
the computing resources available for the instance. The instance type determines, for
example, the number of virtual CPUs, the memory, and the amount of ENI allowed
to be attached. The instance needs to be launched into a single subnet. An ENI will
be attached to the instance in this subnet and have a security group attached to it.
Multiple ENI can be attached to an instance, and these can be in different subnets
but have to be in the same VPC as the primary ENI. Each EC2 instance can have
an IAM role attached to it. The instance can assume this role to receive temporary
access keys that it can use to interact with other AWS services. The storage devices
for EC2 instances are EBS volumes. EBS volumes are like unformatted block devices,
for the instance. The volumes can be mounted after an instance is launched to
provide additional storage for the instance. [39]
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Figure 10: EC2 instance in a private subnet with two EBS volumes attached.

When an instance is launched, it is running and ready for use till it is either
stopped or terminated. When an instance is in the stopped state, it is shut down
and cannot be used. The instance can be either started or terminated when stopped.
When an instance is terminated, by default, the instance, the root EBS, and the ENI
attached to it are removed. [39]

When an EC2 instance is running, it can be used like any other computer. To
access the instance, users can either SSH to the instance or, if the AMI’s OS is
Windows, users can also RDP to the instance. If the instance contains an SSM
agent, a connection can also be established via AWS CLI or from EC2 Management
Console. [41]

While the instance is running, an internal service called Instance Metadata
Service (IMDS) can be accessed that contains metadata and information about
the specific instance. The IMDS can be accessed from a link-local address at
http://169.254.169.254/latest/meta-data/. IMDS contains multiple different
endpoints returning different data. The full list of categories and their descriptions
can be found in appendix C. IMDS has two versions, IMDSv1 and IMDSv2. The
difference between them is that v1 follows a request/response model, whereas v2
follows a session-oriented model. For example, to get the instance’s IAM role’s
credentials with IMDSv1 user would make the following call:

[ec2-user ~]$ curl http://169.254.169.254/latest/meta-data/iam
/security-credentials/<role_name>
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With IMDSv2 user would have to make the following calls:

[ec2-user ~]$ TOKEN=`curl -X PUT
"http://169.254.169.254/latest/api/token" -H
"X-aws-ec2-metadata-token-ttl-seconds: 21600"` \

↪→

↪→

&& curl -H "X-aws-ec2-metadata-token: $TOKEN" -v
http://169.254.169.254/latest/meta-data/iam/security-credentials↪→

/<role_name>

2.3.2 Application Load Balancer

Application Load Balancer (ALB) is a type of load balancer under Elastic Load
Balancing (ELB) PaaS service. ELB allows users to set up load balancers that can
distribute incoming traffic to different targets within a region. Load balancers can
automatically scale based on the incoming traffic. ALB works on the application
layer, the seventh layer of the Open Systems Interconnect (OSI) model, and supports
either HTTP or HTTPS load balancing. Application load balancers work as the single
contact point for clients, and from it, traffic is distributed to targets. [42] Commonly,
load balancers are used to direct traffic to resources within private subnets. This
way, for example, EC2 instances don’t need to be directly exposed to the internet.
An application load balancer is made up of the following components:

• Load balancer is the point that clients contact. A load balancer needs to
be in a VPC and have an SG attached. The load balancer can be either
internet-facing or internal. If internet-facing, the load balancer needs to be in a
public subnet. Internal load balancers can be in private subnets and are often
used for tiered architectures where traffic needs to be load balanced within the
VPC. The load balancer, when created, will get a DNS name that can be used
in a CNAME record for example for a website. [42]

• Listener is a process that checks for incoming connection requests to the load
balancer. One or more listeners needs to be configured. The listeners support
either HTTP or HTTPS protocols and ports 1-65535. If the protocol for the
listener is HTTPS, at least one SSL certificate needs to be deployed on the
load balancer. HTTPS connections will be terminated at the load balancer, so
applications do not have the overhead of encrypting and decrypting traffic.

• Listener rules have a priority, one or more actions, and one or more conditions.
Rules are evaluated in priority order from the lowest to the highest value. The
actions in a rule can be for example to authenticate with an identity provider,
forward the request to a target group or redirect the request from one URL
to another. The conditions can be for example for a source IP or an HTTP
header. [42]

• Target group is where the requests are forwarded to when a listener rule with
a redirect action type is matched. The target group can contain for example
EC2 instances, lambdas or any private IP address. [42]
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Figure 11: Application Load Balancer with two listeners.

Commonly for websites that use HTTPS there are two listeners configured. One
listening on port 80 for HTTP protocol with a rule that redirects all traffic to port 80
to the HTTPS listener configured to port 443. The listener on port 443 would have
an SSL certificate configured and would be used to terminate the HTTPS connections
and based on the listener rules it could first authenticate the users with OpenID
Connect then forward the request to an EC2 instance.

Figure 12: Listener rule to redirect traffic to HTTPS listener.
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2.4 Serverless Architecture AWS services
This section covers the basics of services that define the Serverless architecture:
Lambda and API Gateway. Each API call for the Serverless architecture is processed
on these two services.

2.4.1 Lambda

Lambda is a function as a service compute service offered by AWS. The shared
responsibility model for Lambda can be seen in figure 4. As Lambda is a FaaS service,
users do not need to launch any virtual machines or manage them. Instead, users
can just supply code in a programming language that the Lambda service supports.
The code users provide is organized into Lambda functions. [43]

Lambda functions are run when needed, and they can scale automatically based
on demand. To start a Lambda function and to run its code, the function needs to
be invoked. The invocations can come from the Lambda API via the Invoke event,
or the function can be invoked as a response to events in other AWS services. [43]

Whenever a Lambda function is run, the service manages the provisioning and
configuring of the underlying systems to run the code. The lambda service consists
of a control and a data plane. The Control plane is the AWS API actions like
CreateFunction, UpdateFunctionCode, etc., and the data plane is the invoke API
that handles the invocation of the function.[43]

When a Lambda function is invoked, AWS does some load balancing, and the
request is forwarded to a Lambda worker, where an execution environment is allocated.
These workers are EC2 instances in a Lambda service managed AWS account in a
lambda service VPC. The execution environments are inside Firecracker lightweight
micro-virtual machines (MicroVMs). These MicroVMs can host multiple different
execution environments for a single AWS account. The execution environments may
be reused for different non-concurrent invocations of the same function. Below is a
figure depicting the Lambda environment on a single worker EC2 instance. [43]
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Figure 13: Lambda environment from the worker up. Source: [43] [44]

The underlying Lambda worker EC2 instances have a maximum lifetime of 14
hours. When a worker is nearing this 14 hours limit, no more invocations are routed
to it, and the MicroVMs within it are terminated. As the execution environments
can be re-used for different invocations of the same function it means one invoke can
leave the environment in a state that can affect the next invocation. [43]

Each execution environment for a Lambda function consists of the following
components:

• /tmp directory that is writable.

• Code of the function.
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• Lambda Layers for a function. Layers are a way to for example provide package
libraries and dependencies for functions.

• Runtime of the function e.g., Python 3.9 or NodeJS 14

• User space based on Amazon Linux 2 OS

When the Lambda service receives an invocation request from the Lambda API,
an execution environment might need to be prepared, depending on if a suitable
execution environment does not exist already. Preparing the execution environment is
the first step in the execution environment lifecycle. This phase is called the Init phase.
In the Init phase, the Lambda service creates an execution environment, downloads
the code for the function and its layers from an internal S3 bucket, initializes any
extensions (additional processes that can run in the execution environment, e.g.,
for monitoring), initializes the runtime and then runs the function’s code outside
the main handler. The Init phase can also happen before a function is invoked if
a function has been configured for provisioned concurrency. If a Lambda function
has to go through the Init phase, this is called a “Cold start”. According to AWS’
analysis of production workloads running on Lambda, cold starts to occur in under
1% of invocations. [22]

When an invoke request comes in, and a suitable execution environment exists for
it, the function executes the handler code. This phase of the execution environment
lifecycle is called the Invoke phase. Each Lambda function is associated with a single
handler function that takes event and context as parameters. The event is a JSON
object, and it contains information from the invoking service. The second parameter
is a context object that contains information about the invocation, function, and the
runtime environment. If a Lambda function is invoked and the handler code is run
in an execution environment that didn’t need to be created for this invocation, this
is called a “Warm start”. [22]

def example_handler(event, context):
json_region = os.environ['AWS_REGION']
return {

"statusCode": 200,
"headers": {

"Content-Type": "application/json"
},
"body": json.dumps({

"Region": json_region,
"Message": "Hello {}".format(event["name"])
"Request": context.aws_request_id

})
}

Listing 3: Example of a Lambda function handler on Python runtime.
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If a function has not been invoked in a period of time, the execution environment
enters the Shutdown phase of its lifecycle. In the shutdown phase of the lifecycle, the
runtime is shut down, extensions are stopped, and then the execution environment
is removed. [22]

Figure 14: Lambda execution environment lifecycle. Source: [22]

When a user creates a Lambda function, they need to associate an execution
role with the function. This execution role is an IAM role that the Lambda service
assumes when it performs data and control plane operations relating to the function.
These operations can be actions related to the invoke itself, like sending logs to
CloudWatch or creating ENI in a VPC or other non-invocation-related actions like
fetching secrets from AWS Secrets Manager. When the Lambda service assumes
the role, it gets a set of temporary access keys as a response that will be available
as environmental variables within the execution environment during the function’s
invocation. Lambda service will cache the credentials, so they can be used across
different execution environments that use the same IAM role. [43]

When configuring a Lambda function user can choose to associate a VPC and a
number of subnets with the function, but this is not mandatory. Lambda functions
always run inside a Lambda service-managed VPC, no matter the configuration from
the user. But if the user associates the Lambda function with a VPC and a set of
subnets, the Lambda service will create a Hyperplane ENI to the user’s VPC and
perform VPC to VPC NAT between the VPCs. The Hyperplane ENI are created
whenever the Lambda function VPC configuration is set, and ENIs will be created
based on unique security group and subnet combinations. The Hyperplane ENI are
used to connect from the Lambda service VPC to the user’s VPC. A reason why a
user might associate their Lambda function with a VPC and subnets is so that the
Lambda can connect to resources within the VPC, like databases. [45]

Figure 15: Lambda execution environment and a hyperplane ENI
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2.4.2 API Gateway

As Lambda functions are invoked via AWS APIs, to use them as the backend for
REST APIs, we need to use a service that allows the function to be invoked via an
HTTPS request. The service that does just that is AWS API Gateway. AWS API
Gateway is a fully managed service used for creating, publishing and maintaining
REST, HTTP and WebSocket APIs. API Gateway acts as an interface between the
clients and the microservices. Clients integrate with the APIs that are exposed via the
API Gateway using HTTPS requests. The API gateway will take care of accepting
and processing all the API calls coming to the gateway, including traffic management
and authorization. API Gateway is commonly used to create Lambda-based APIs
for serverless applications. [46]

There are two common ways of integrating API Gateway and Lambda. Individual
API paths like /cats and /dogs can be created, and requests to those paths would be
routed to two individual Lambda functions, or all requests can be routed to a single
Lambda function. Then inside the function, a routing system can be used.

Compared to ALB, API GW only supports HTTPS endpoints. No additional
configuration is needed on the users side to use encryption when using default domain
names assigned by AWS. If the API is configured to use custom domains the user
can provide their own certificate. [46]

2.5 DevOps to DevSecOps
DevOps is a software development methodology used to speed up the delivery of
software and improve its quality through constant automation and collaboration.
The term DevOps was coined in 2008 and came from the combination of the terms
“Dev”, meaning development and “Ops”, meaning operations [47, 48]. Historically
these two teams of IT operations and developers have been separate and had different
priorities, which have led to inefficiencies in the agile process [48]. This led to
situations where for example, a piece of software was completed by the developers
then they had to wait for operations to deploy it to the users. Working in these
silos could lead to conflicts as the developers want to release new features and fixes
as fast as possible, but operations, on the other hand, are worried about stability
and making sure everything runs smoothly [49]. DevOps is all about breaking these
boundaries between development teams and operations teams and speeding up the
delivery of software through automated software factories to achieve continuous
integration and continuous delivery (CI/CD) of software. These software factories
contain pipelines that have the tools, workflows, and scripts to produce deployable
software artifacts without inconveniencing developers and operations with many
manual steps. The pipelines are analogous to manufacturing assembly lines consisting
of multiple different steps until a finished product, i.e., a piece of software, is delivered.
[50]

These pipelines don’t just operate once to deliver a piece of software, but instead,
they are run as often as possible during the entire lifecycle of the software. DevOps
recognizes that software is rarely ever done and promotes small and frequent changes
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that make it easier to change direction as necessary. The symbols often used to depict
the DevOps lifecycle are either an infinity symbol or other figures depicting loops
[49]. This emphasizes that software development is a continuous process instead of a
single big event like it might have been if utilizing waterfall methodologies. [50]

The DevOps lifecycle is often broken down into phases that make up a single
pipeline. These phases are then further broken down into activities performed within
that phase and then into tools that are used to support the proper operation of that
phase of the DevOps pipeline [50]. There is no fixed standard for how the pipeline is
broken down into phases or what activities it contains, or what tools are used, but
often it is split into eight phases: plan, develop, build, test, release, deploy, operate
and monitor. The descriptions of the phases are as follows:

• Plan phase consists of all activities that happen before developers start writing
code. The plan phase usually involves activities to manage time, cost, quality,
risk, and issues [50]. During this phase often the project management gathers
feedback and requirements and based on those plans for the next sprint iteration.
Sprints are usually a week of a few week long periods of time where a team
works to complete a set amount of work. Sprints are used in agile methodologies
which are used in conjunction with DevOps. [51] Example activities for this
phase could be risk management and project planning which depend on a team
collaboration tool. [52] This team collaboration tool could for example be Jira,
Confluence, Microsoft Teams, or Azure DevOps.

• Develop phase, sometimes called the Code phase, is next after the plan phase
has been completed. In this phase, the requirements set during planning are
converted into code. The source code can be the application code, scripts,
Infrastructure as Code (IAC), etc. Example activities and tools for this phase
are for example, application code development and IAC code development.
These activities depend on a tool to write the code in which often is an Integrated
development environment (IDE) that provides intelligent code completion,
debugging tools, and interpreters. Another tool critical for the development
phase is of course a source code repository. [52]

• Build phase is the first phase where the automation of the DevOps pipelines
really starts to shine. In this phase build tools that integrate with the source
code repositories perform tasks like building and packaging applications into
artifacts and linting. The build phase usually starts either when code is
committed to a branch in a code repository or when a developer opens a pull
request to merge a piece of their code to a branch in a repository. When this
happens the build starts on a runner or on a build agent where for example it
downloads the code from the repository, compiles the code, runs it through a
linter and then bundles the code to an artifact that is ready to be deployed.
[53] Example activities for this phase are build and storing artifacts, with tool
dependencies of a build and a lint tool and artifact storage. [52]

• Test can start based on the configuration of the pipeline, but usually, it
can be either when a build succeeds or when a developer manually deploys
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the application to a testing environment. A part of the tests of the testing
phase can happen during the build, such as unit tests. [52] When a build
has succeeded, it can be automatically deployed to a staging environment.
When the deployment completes manual testing and automated tests can be
performed. Manual tests can be user acceptance testing (UAT) where users
use the application as customers would find issues or anything that could be
improved before the application is deployed to the production environment.
[53] Example activities for the testing phase are unit testing and integration
tests with tool dependencies to a test tool suite and a test coverage tool. [52]

• Release phase is when a build has passed all tests and been packaged and
is ready for the production environment. At this point, the team can be
confident that the application would work without issues in the production
environment. Some organizations might decide to deploy anything that hits
this phase automatically to production. Others might want to enforce a manual
approval process, so only certain persons can authorize a release to production.
Just because a build hits the release phase does not mean it is or will be
deployed to production. [53]

• Deploy phase happens when a build is released into the production environment.
At this point for example a deployment from a test or development can be
promoted to the production environment. During deployment, the artifacts
generated during build and or release are used to deploy the application. [53]

• Operate phase is when the application is running in the production envi-
ronment and users are using it. Example activities for this phase are load
balancing and backups. [52]

• Monitor phase is the “last” phase of the DevOps lifecycle. In this phase
metrics and feedback from the production environment are gathered to discover
trends and problem areas. Everything from the compute, network, and storage
should be monitored. Example activities in the monitor phase are for example
logging, log analysis, asset inventory, and compliance monitoring. Tools used
in this phase are for example a log aggregator, log analysis tool, compliance as
code or a compliance monitor, and application performance monitoring tool.
[52]

The phases of the DevOps lifecycle also rely on different feedback loops. The most
commonly discussed feedback loops around the phases are continuous integration (CI),
continuous delivery (CD), and continuous deployment (CD). Continuous integration
iterates across the development, build, and test phases of the DevOps lifecycle.
Continuous integration is about integrating the developers’ code into the code
repositories continuously. This way, by merging small changes, the issues also become
smaller and easier to fix. Continuous delivery iterates across the plan, develop, build,
test, and release phases. Continuous delivery makes sure all previous phase checks
have passed and the artifacts could be deployed. Continuous deployment iterates
across the plan, develop, build, test, release and deploy phases. Some organizations
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choose to follow the continuous deployment model and deploy all builds that pass all
the different checks of the previous phases to the production environment. Below is
a figure depicting the DevOps lifecycle, its phases, and the feedback loops. [52]

Figure 16: DevOps lifecycle, phases, and feedback loops

DevOps, together with cloud adoption, has transformed the way teams are
building, deploying, and operating their applications [47]. DevOps has been adopted
by a large part of the industry due to the increase in business value reported by
organizations and academic researchers. The most commonly reported benefit of
DevOps is that teams have the ability to deploy new releases faster and more
frequently. With the upsides, however, come some downsides. Organizations need to
ensure the security of their software while trying to stay agile. [54]

Historically security has not been seen as a functional requirement in software
development and has been “taken care of” at the later phases of the software
development lifecycle. For example, a set of application security tests and activities
might have been performed before a build was released to production. Many of
these activities came with a great deal of manual effort, like with security code
reviews. This is why applying these security tests during the DevOps lifecycle has
not been seen as positively since they would hinder the speed of deployments. While
DevOps and cloud adoption have gained steam, the threat landscape has changed
drastically with a constantly increasing number of attacks. [54] Many organizations
using the cloud and DevOps have been exploited, causing significant damage to the
organization or even putting them out of business. [55] Due to this, a lot of effort
is now going into ensuring organizations are able to produce secure software while
maintaining the speed of DevOps [54].

The requirement to integrate security within the DevOps lifecycle has coined
a new term, “DevSecOps”, which is a combination of development, security, and
operations to emphasize that security is a priority and should be an integral part
of the DevOps cycle. This is a contested term as a part of the community thinks
that there is no need for a new term and “DevOps” should be used instead, as
security should always be an integral part of all software development. Like with
DevOps, there is no standard for DevSecOps, and it is more of an idea or a way of
working to deliver secure software using agile methodologies. But as the need for
rapid deployment of secure software increases, there is more and more interest in
DevSecOps both in the industry and academia. [54]

As already stated, DevSecOps is about integrating security into all the phases of
the DevOps lifecycle (i.e., plan, develop, build, test, release, deploy, operate, and
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monitor). This is done by adding new activities and tools to the phases for security
purposes. An additional movement within DevSecOps is “shifting left”, meaning
that there should be an effort to focus more on the security of the application as
early in the DevSecOps lifecycle as possible. This makes sense as if, for example, a
software vulnerability is caught even at a develop phase by an IDE plugin, then it
does not end up in the repository, and that code is not used for a build. Compared
to if tools and security activities would be performed only at the test phase and
later, then an additional effort would be spent on fixing those vulnerabilities, thus
reducing the speed of deployments. [54] The phases in the DevSecOps lifecycle, and
the activities and tools within them, provide control gates to ensure no software code
or IaC is being passed to the next phase before it has been verified to be secure [52].

Figure 17: DevSecOps lifecycle and phases

2.6 Infrastructure as Code
Infrastructure as Code (IaC) is the management of and provisioning of infrastructure
(e.g., compute, storage and networking) usually through code in a declarative model.
With IaC, developers can write declarative code files that describe the intended goal
configuration for the infrastructure rather than specific steps needed to provision
that infrastructure. Declaring the intended infrastructure configuration via IaC files
makes it easier to edit and distribute configurations. This also ensures, like with
application code, where the same code always generates the same artifact, that the
same IaC code will generate the same infrastructure no matter which environment it
is deployed in. [56] Like, with application code, version control is important for IaC.
This way, the infrastructure code also goes through the entire DevSecOps lifecycle,
from code review to automated scanning. [57] IaC can also be used via imperative
style, where the user specifies the commands to run to create the needed resources
for example using AWS CLI.

Traditionally provisioning infrastructure has been a time-consuming process that
has often led to environment drifts, meaning teams had to maintain the settings
of individual deployment environments. As the application matured, this often led
to situations where for example, the development environment ended up having
a slightly different configuration than the production environment, which would
have led to issues during deployment. Instead, using IaC, teams can automatically
provision identical environments configured in the IaC files and not have to worry
about the configuration of the infrastructure being different between environments.
[57]

IaC is a very important part of implementing DevSecOps and CI/CD. With IaC,
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all the infrastructure can be provisioned automatically within the pipelines, and no
build needs to wait on a manual process of configuring infrastructure. Also, IaC
helps further align operations and development teams as they both can have the
same view of the configuration of the infrastructure and visibility to the provisioning
of the infrastructure in the pipelines. With IaC and the resources being defined
in code, DevSecOps activities can be implemented that review those files to spot
security issues within the infrastructure. [57] Compared to a situation where IaC
was not being used the security controls would be implemented for example when
the resources had already been created.

All major CSPs provide native IaC tools. There is CloudFormation in AWS, Bicep
and ARM templates in Azure and Cloud Deployment Manager in GCP. There are
also multiple third-party IaC platforms like Terraform, Ansible, Serverless Framework,
Chef and Pulumi. [56]
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3 Research methods
This chapter describes the methods used to answer the research questions set for this
thesis. The objective of this thesis is to evaluate how a chosen application architecture
affects an application’s security during its lifecycle. As DevSecOps is one of the rising
software development methodologies to deliver secure software in an agile manner, it
was chosen as a means of evaluating the application’s security during its lifecycle. A
point of DevSecOps and the “DevSecOps lifecycle” is to cover and introduce security
controls during the entire lifecycle of the application, so, in theory, it should be
the perfect means of evaluating security during it. To answer the research question,
first, it was investigated what the most recommended security-related activities that
should be performed in each phase of the DevSecOps lifecycle are. Then, when the
activities were identified, two web applications were deployed, and it was evaluated
how easily and if those activities could be performed and what were the results of the
activities. To find the exact impact of the application architecture, the code for the
applications is essentially identical, with the only difference being that the backend
is hosted in EC2 for one of the architectures and in Lambda for the other one. Cases
where an application architecture might affect the code of the application1 and so for
example, change the results of the SAST scan were not counted as the architecture
having any effect on the activity.

3.1 DevSecOps activity selection
As was already discussed in section 2.5 the DevSecOps lifecycle is broken down into
phases which then further break down into activities and tools relating to those
activities; however, as there is no standard for how DevSecOps should be practised
different sources recommend different activities to be performed during the DevSecOps
lifecycle. To find what security-related activities should be performed during the
DevSecOps lifecycle, a short Grey Literature Review (GLR) was performed.

As DevSecOps is still an emerging methodology within software development,
there does not yet exist a significant amount of academic literature about it. As
with other emerging fields in software development, the industry is often leading the
way. This is the case with DevSecOps as well, and a lot of scientific information
is produced on platforms like blogs where DevSecOps experts from the industry
are sharing their experiences. Grey Literature (GL) (e.g., white papers, articles,
and blogs) provides valuable information about the state of DevSecOps and what
activities the industry currently recommends. [58]

The GLR was performed with the Google search engine. The search terms used
were “DevSecOps activities” and “DevSecOps controls”, and based on the results
returned, GL was selected. There were certain criteria under which results returned
were discarded. Only sources that specifically mentioned any activities or tools
that should be used were selected. Due to the nature of GL, many sources had

1For example, if a NoSQL database like AWS DocumentDB was chosen instead of AWS RDS,
which is a relational database, different packages would be used.
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advertisements for products within the GL, for example, when the source was a
company trying to sell a tool for a certain part of the DevSecOps lifecycle. The
sources, where the majority of the content was advertisements, were discarded. As a
result of the GLR, 16 different sources were identified [52, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65,
66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73].

After the sources were selected, their content was analyzed. Many of the sources
have broken down the DevSecOps lifecycle into different phases than those that are
used within this thesis. In cases like this, the activity was moved to the closest
corresponding phase of the breakdown from figure 17. Also, many of the sources
reference the same activity by slightly different names, so in cases like that, they were
listed under the same activity name. In cases where an activity was just referenced
by a single source, that activity was discarded. Below is a table of activities that
were identified, which phase they occur in, their tool dependencies, and the sources
that referenced them.

Activity Phase Tool dependency Source

Threat modeling Plan Threat modeling tool [52, 59, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 67, 70, 72, 73]

Secure coding practices Develop IDE [52, 59, 69, 65, 66, 70]

Static Code scan before commit Develop IDE security plugin [52, 59, 60, 64, 68]

Pre-commit hooks Develop Git hook scripts [59, 60, 61, 66, 68]

Secrets Management Develop Secrets management tool [60, 63, 66, 69]

Static Application Security Test (SAST) Build SAST tool [52, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73]

Dependency vulnerability checking Build Dependency checking tool [52, 59, 62, 60, 63, 65, 66, 67, 68, 64, 72]

Secure pipelines Build CI/CD tool [59, 63, 66]

Image scanning Build
Image scanning tool,

artifact repository
[59, 62, 66, 67, 68]

Dynamic Application Security Test (DAST) Test DAST tool [52, 59, 60, 61, 62, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73]

Interactive Application Security Test (IAST) Test IAST tool [67, 60, 64, 65, 70, 72]

Penetration test Test Various pen test tools [52, 59, 61, 64, 65, 67, 68, 70, 71]

Post-deployment security scan Deploy Security compliance tool [52, 59, 66, 68, 69, 73]

Cloud configuration validation Deploy IaC and IaC scanning tools [59, 61, 60, 66, 68, 69, 73]

Chaos engineering Operate Chaos engineering tools [60, 61]

Vulnerability Management (VM) Operate VM tools [59, 60, 66, 69]

Threat Protection Operate
Tools like

IDS/IPS
[60, 64, 66]

System Security monitoring /

Continuous monitoring
Monitor Monitoring tools [52, 60, 63, 64, 65, 68]

Log collection Monitor Log storage [61, 65]

Operational dashboard Monitor Data visualization tools [52, 62]

Incident alerting Monitor SIEM / Threat detection tools [61, 63, 66, 62, 68]

Incident response Monitor Incident response tools [61, 63, 66]

Table 7: Identified DevSecOps activities
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Based on the results of the GLR 22 different activities were identified. The 22
different activities were:

• Threat modeling was one of the most often mentioned activities. According
to Microsoft, it is one of the most important security practices [59]. Threat
modeling is done at the plan phase, and it is a structured approach to identifying,
communicating, and understanding threats to a system. It is recommended
that threat modeling is something that happens during the entire lifecycle of
the application continuously. Threat modeling can be applied to many different
aspects of the application like the network or the cloud infrastructure. This
activity is affected by the application’s cloud architecture. [74] This activity
has a tool dependency on some tool that is able to generate threat models for
example a diagram software.

• Secure coding practices is a develop phase activity that refers to general
software security coding practices, like input validation, cryptographic practices,
logging, etc [75]. By developers learning about secure coding practices, issues
are less likely to be committed to a repository and if they are during code review
another developer might catch them. This is something where the application
architecture does not have any direct effect.

• Static Code scan before commit is a development phase activity about
performing security-related scans to the application’s code during development.
This can be done via IDE security extensions which can identify issues in the
application’s code or packages and libraries included within the project and alert
the developer before they have committed any code to the repository. There
are many different extensions to choose from, some of them being open-source
others commercial products. [59] This activity has a tool dependency on an
IDE and a security plugin. As with many other develop phase activities, this
one also is not affected by the application architecture directly.

• Pre-commit hooks are simple checks that can be automatically run before
any code is committed to a repository. This is another activity that prevents the
issue before the code leaves the developer’s IDE. An example security-related
pre-commit hook could be for example to check that no AWS access keys are
committed with the code changes to the repository. [60] This activity has a
tool dependency on git scripts, these are often open-source. [76] Application
architecture does not directly affect this activity.

• Secrets Management was often listed in the develop phase, although it is
also relevant during the operate and test phases. Secret management tools allow
organizations, for example, to store all secrets in a single secure location, make
sure they are only used in authorized ways, automatically rotate the secrets,
and audit and log all actions on the secrets. Without secrets management
secrets like API tokens, passwords and access keys might be stored on the
file system of an EC2 for example, or as environment variables in a Lambda
function. With secrets management tools instead, the resources that need to
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access the secrets make API calls to the secrets management tool and access
the secret values only when needed. [77] This activity has a tool dependency on
a secrets management tool. AWS offers two services for this Systems Manager
Parameter Store and Secrets Manager [78, 79]. Application architecture does
not affect this activity in AWS, all the compute services are able to use the
secrets management services.

• Static Application Security Test (SAST) was the most often recommended
activity. SAST also known as source code analysis tools are tools that can
automatically analyze source code to find security issues. SAST tools are used
in the build phase of the lifecycle, meaning when a developer commits code
to a repository a build might automatically start and then fail if the added
code contains vulnerabilities. Other repositories might only be configured to
build when a pull request is made, so the build would fail before any code is
merged. SAST tools are valuable for helping find vulnerabilities before they get
further in the DevSecOps lifecycle of the application. This activity has a tool
dependency on a SAST tool. Many commercial and open-source tools exist for
this activity. [80] Application architecture does not have a direct effect on how
easily and if this activity can be performed.

• Dependency vulnerability checking was the fourth most recommended
activity. Almost all applications contain hundreds if not thousands of direct or
transitive dependencies and up to 90% of code in current applications is based
on external packages and libraries [59]. Many of these dependencies can contain
vulnerabilities that affect the application that relies on them or there might be
licensing issues when the dependencies are added to a project. This activity
was listed in the build phase for some of the sources and in develop phase
for others. Dependency vulnerability tools can be IDE plugins or dedicated
tools that run during the build to check all dependencies within a project
and then report on vulnerabilities contained within those dependencies. After
the developers receive the report, they are then able to either remove those
dependencies or update them to a newer version where the vulnerability is
fixed. [62] This activity has a tool dependency on dependency vulnerability
checking tool. Application architecture does not have a direct effect on this
activity.

• Secure pipelines is an activity cited a few times in the sources. It refers
to having proper security-related controls for the DevSecOps pipelines. As
the CI/CD pipelines are a huge part of application development, it is critical
that proper security controls are implemented to secure them. If the pipelines
were to be compromised malicious code could be introduced to repositories
or even deployed to production environments. This activity of course has a
dependency on CI/CD tools like for example, Jenkins, CircleCI, Bamboo, or
GitHub Actions. [59] Application architecture has no effect on this activity.

• Image scanning is an important part of the DevSecOps lifecycle for appli-
cations deployed using Docker images and containers. The idea is similar to
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dependency vulnerability checking. Docker images and the base images they
are built on can contain software with security vulnerabilities. Container image
scanners verify that images only contain secure components. When an image
is built the developers will get a report containing all the vulnerabilities found
in the image, and then they are able to fix the issues before the container is
deployed. [62] This activity has a dependency on an image scanning tool and
an artifact repository. This activity is definitely affected by the application ar-
chitecture and all container-based architectures should be using image scanning
[59].

• Dynamic Application Security Test (DAST) was the second most rec-
ommended activity. It is performed during the test phase usually in a staging
environment on a running application. DAST tools are able to scan the appli-
cation for security issues using a black-box method. Similar to how an attacker
would try and exploit an application, with DAST tools an HTTP address is
an input and the tool automatically tries common exploits on the application
to detect vulnerabilities. DAST scans can be automated and are typically
included in the test phase of the DevSecOps lifecycle. [62] This activity has a
tool dependency on a DAST tool. There are many open-source and commercial
tools to choose from. [81] Application architecture has no effect on this activity.

• Interactive Application Security Test (IAST) is a test phase activity,
which combines the best parts of SAST and DAST tools. IAST tools have
visibility to the source code of the application and also visibility to the runtime
engine. To integrate IAST into the application’s DevSecOps lifecycle, an
agent needs to be installed within the application that monitors and analyzes
application behavior, when automated or manual security tests are performed.
Then this information is used to confirm if a vulnerability exists or if it was a
false positive. [67] This activity has a dependency on an IAST tool. Currently,
there seems to be only one free IAST tool available but other commercial tools
exist [82] Application architecture has no effect on this activity.

• Penetration test was an often recommended activity in the test phase. In a
penetration test, a simulated attack is performed against the application in a
staging environment. Penetration tests are not integrated as an automated part
of the CI/CD pipelines instead a manual test is performed by a penetration
tester. The penetration tester uses a set of different tools and procedures
to try and find vulnerabilities within the application. The results of the
penetration test can then be used to patch vulnerabilities that were found.
There exists a tool dependency on penetration testing tools. [52] This activity
can be performed no matter what the application architecture is however the
consequences of the vulnerabilities can be different based on the architecture
of the application.

• Post-deployment security scan was listed as a deploy phase activity in
the Department of Defense’s DevSecOps Fundamentals Guidebook: Tools &
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Activities [52]. The idea is that the infrastructure and system should be scanned
again after deployment for misconfigurations and security issues and to make
sure it complies with any standards the application needs to operate under.
I would disagree with it being a deploy phase activity as this should happen
continuously in the cloud environments, which would mean it is better suited in
the operate phase. AWS provides multiple services to scan infrastructure after it
has been deployed. One of those services is AWS Security Hub which evaluates
the resource configurations against security industry standards and provides
alerts on what needs to be fixed [83]. This activity has a tool dependency
to a compliance & standard validation tool. This activity is affected by the
application architecture as for example the native services in AWS do not work
for all service types.

• Cloud configuration validation is listed as a deploy phase activity, however,
it can occur in multiple phases, which is about ensuring that the environment
the application is deployed to is secure and that the resources within that
environment are configured securely. As discussed in section 2.6, IaC is an
important part of developing applications using DevSecOps methodologies.
With IaC, the infrastructure used to host the application can be defined and
provisioned within the pipelines. However, like with the application code the
IaC can contain misconfigurations that could lead to security issues if deployed.
This is where activities like cloud configuration validation ensure that whatever
cloud resources are created they are not misconfigured and align with any
guardrails the organization might have for their cloud environments. [59] The
tool dependencies for this activity can be IDE plugins that can determine
security issues from IaC files, IaC scanning tools that can be integrated into
the CI/CD pipelines or for example Service Control Policies (SCP) in AWS
which can be used to determine for example that all EBS volumes need to
be encrypted when they are created. This activity is affected directly by
the application architecture. This activity and the tools should prevent any
misconfigured resources from being deployed by failing a deployment or a build.

• Chaos engineering is an operate phase activity where applications in the
production environment are tested by simulating real-world events like servers
crashing, network failures, or servers rebooting. The idea is that faults are
introduced on purpose and can be fixed before the faults happen by surprise.
There is a tool dependency on chaos engineering tools. A famous tool is Netflix’s
Chaos Monkey and AWS has its own service for chaos engineering called AWS
Fault Injection Simulator. [61] Application architecture affects if this activity
can be performed as for example the AWS chaos engineering service does not
support many different services.

• Vulnerability Management (VM) is an operate phase activity where auto-
mated scans are run against resources and their contents to find vulnerabilities.
For example, AWS contains a service called AWS Inspector which is able
to scan EC2 instances and container images in Elastic Container Registry
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(ECR). When the scan runs the VM tools will report a list of discovered
vulnerabilities that need to be fixed. This activity has a tool dependency on
VM tools, many open source and commercial tools exist for this. [60] The
application architecture affects this activity as some resource types are for
example not supported by cloud-native VM tools and some resources do not
need vulnerability management.

• Threat Protection is an operate phase activity about active protection
measures for the application with tools like Intrusion Prevention Systems (IPS).
IPS analyzes either systems or networks for malicious activity and then prevents
it. [84]. Some sources also included general hardening in this activity [66]. An
example of an IPS is Web Application Firewalls (WAF). WAFs are configured in
front of public endpoints and let users define rules that filter, monitor and block
malicious traffic to and from the resource. [60] This activity has a dependency
on IPS tools. This activity is directly affected by the application architecture
as not all IPS tools integrate with every service.

• System Security monitoring / Continuous monitoring was the most
recommended monitor phase activity. It is about monitoring everything from the
CI/CD pipeline to the applications and infrastructure [60]. For an application
running in AWS all IAM activity, network traffic, and application logs should
be monitored for suspicious events. This activity has a tool dependency on
monitoring tools and services. This activity is directly affected by application
architecture as not every service integrates as well with AWS’s native monitoring
services.

• Log collection is a monitor phase activity about collecting logs from ap-
plications and infrastructure and storing them [65]. This activity is related
to the other monitor phase activities as operational dashboards cannot be
built without any logs and no security monitoring can be done without logs to
monitor. This activity has a dependency on a log storage service and logging
tools that are integrated into applications or are features of infrastructure
services. This activity is affected by the application architecture as different
services produce different logs and some are easier to configure logging for than
others.

• Operational dashboard is a monitor phase activity about displaying security-
related information, so trends and key performance indicators in a single
dashboard either for development teams or for the security teams. For example,
a dashboard could visualize the number of vulnerabilities found in the appli-
cation over time. [62]. This activity is transiently affected by the application
architecture as different services have different logging possibilities.

• Incident alerting is needed so alerts or incidents can be generated based
on malicious activity related to either applications, infrastructure, or the
CI/CD pipelines. An alerting tool will analyze events and generate an incident,
prioritize it and then notify the team, so they can fix it as soon as possible.
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[62] This activity has a tool dependency on a threat detection or a Security
Information and Event Management (SIEM) tool. This activity is affected by
the application architecture as not all services integrate similarly to incident
alerting tools.

• Incident response is what happens when an incident is created by an incident
alerting tools. For example, if an incident was created for an EC2 instance
about malicious network traffic an incident response to that might be to isolate
the EC2 instance by attaching a security group that prevents all traffic. Ideally
the incident response would be automated where possible. Depending on if
incident response is automated or not it has different tool dependencies. This
activity is affected by the application architecture as for example for different
compute services different incident response actions and forensic investigation
capabilities are possible.[85]

Based on the initial investigation of activities, 13 different activities were found to
be affected by the application architecture. No recommended activity was found in the
develop phase of the DevSecOps lifecycle, although, for example, cloud configuration
validation could arguably occur in develop phase as well. Based on the distribution
of sources recommending activities, it is clear that activities in the deploy phase
and later in the DevSecOps lifecycle were not recommended as much. In a way,
this makes sense as mentioned in section 2.5 part of the DevSecOps methodology is
“shifting left”, meaning security controls should be shifted left meaning, as early on
to the cycle as possible to provide maximum value. For example, if a vulnerability
is caught during the build phase, it is never deployed and, as such, improves the
security of the application.

When an application is being developed in a sense, the code is indifferent to
the environment it will be deployed to, so it would make sense that the application
architecture would not affect activities relating to the code of the application. However,
when an application is deployed, it has to obey the limitations set by the environment
it is deployed to. For example, as discussed in section 2.2.2.1, to perform network
monitoring in AWS, the application can not just take care of it in code. The network
monitoring needs to be performed by services provided within the cloud environment,
like VPC flow logs. As AWS has over 200 different services, and each one has
countless different features, they all cannot integrate and be supported by each other
similarly, meaning two different compute services hosting the same application can
have different integration possibilities with security-related services or features in
the cloud [5].

The 13 activities that were found, based on the initial research, to be affected by
the application architecture were: threat model, image scanning, penetration test,
post-deployment security scan, cloud configuration validation, chaos engineering,
vulnerability management, threat protection, system security monitoring, log collec-
tion, operational dashboard, incident alerting and incident response. These activities
will be used to evaluate the effect of application architecture on an application’s
security during its lifecycle. Image scanning will be excluded as an activity since
the architectures reviewed do not use containers. The evaluation will be done on
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two different architectures that are hosting essentially the same web application.
The two architectures, named IaaS architecture and Serverless architecture, will be
described in more detail in section 3.2. The 12 activities will be performed on the
two architectures, and it will be evaluated how easily and if the activities can be
performed. Ideally, the activities should be performed as easily as possible with
cloud-native services since those are what organizations just adopting the cloud, and
DevSecOps would most likely default to. Also, for some activities, most likely, there
is no other option than to use AWS native services and features like were discussed
earlier.

3.2 Deployed application
This section covers the web application and the two application architectures used to
host the application. The architectures and the application will be used to evaluate
the architecture’s effect on the application’s security. The web application consists of
a static single-page application (SPA) frontend and an API backend. The frontend
is made with React, which is a UI library for JavaScript [86], and the backend is
created with FastAPI, which is a framework for building APIs in Python [87]. The
logic of the application is not important for the evaluation, so the frontend is very
basic, with two input fields that are used to post the field values to the backend.

Figure 18: Frontend of the application.

To investigate the impact of vulnerabilities for different architectures in the
penetration test activity, the backends have been designed to have a server-side
request forgery (SSRF) vulnerable endpoint. SSRF vulnerabilities can happen when
the users are allowed to control requests sent by the backend, for example, if a
website lets the users configure webhooks [88]. When the user clicks submit on the
UI, whatever is on the input field will be sent as a payload to the corresponding
backend. Below is the python code of the API endpoint that the value is posted to.
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@router.post("")
def test_webhook(url: app.models.webhook_models.WebHookIn):

return urlopen(url.url).read().decode("utf-8", "backslashreplace")

Listing 4: SSFR vulnerable API endpoint.

This same vulnerable application is deployed in two different ways with the two
different architectures used in the evaluation. The two architectures are the IaaS
architecture, seen in figure 1 and the Serverless architecture, seen in figure 2. At first
glance, the application architectures look very similar, and they are, but in the IaaS
architecture, the backend is an ALB and an EC2 instance, whereas in the Serverless
architecture, the backend is an API Gateway and a Lambda function. The differences
then for the architectures on how, if, and how easily the DevSecOps activities can
be performed should be due to the differences in backends, i.e., EC2 versus Lambda.
The RDS instance depicted in the architectural diagrams will not be deployed as a
resource since it would be a common component and would not affect the results.

Both of the architectures were deployed to the same AWS account, on the eu-west-
1 Ireland region, and they share some resources between them. Both applications
were deployed using IaC like they would be during the DevSecOps lifecycle for an
application. To deploy the applications, two deployment IAM users were created,
and access keys were created for them. During deployment, both architecture’s IaC
tools will use the access keys to interact with AWS APIs and provision the resources.

Both of the applications are deployed to the same VPC defined in the IaaS
architecture’s Terraform file, which can be seen in appendix F. Terraform is a
popular IaC tool [89]. The VPC named "aws-thesis-app-vpc" has three private
subnets and three public subnets with a single NAT gateway and an internet gateway.
The Terraform file also creates the Application Load Balancer and the EC2 instance
used for the backend in the IaaS architecture. The AMI for the EC2 instance is an
Amazon Linux 2 AMI provided by AWS. The EC2 instance is deployed to one of
the private subnets, and the ALB is deployed to two of the public subnets. The EC2
instance hosts the API for this architecture, and users send requests to the backend
via the ALB, which forwards the request to the instance. All the application code
was stored in a GitHub [90] repository, and the application code was deployed to
resources via GitHub Actions [91]. For the IaaS architecture, the backend code was
deployed to the EC2 instance via AWS CodeDeploy [92].

Figure 19: Deploying code with the IaaS architecture.
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The frontend, as it is a static site, is served via S3 and CloudFront. These services
are used just to deliver the files, as no computation will be done on the frontend. In
CloudFront and S3, the root object for the website is configured as index.html. The
frontend is deployed via an IaC tool called Serverless framework [93]. The serverless
configuration file for the frontend can be seen in appendix E.

The Serverless architecture’s backend is deployed via the Serverless framework,
and it is defined in the serverless file, which can be seen in appendix D. The serverless
framework file defines the Lambda and API Gateway configuration. The Lambda
function uses the python 3.9 runtime provided by AWS, and it is associated with
all of the private subnets in the VPC. When the submit button is clicked on the
application UI in figure 18 for the Lambda backend, a request is sent to the API
Gateway, which invokes the Lambda function with the payload as an event. The code
to the Serverless architecture backend was deployed using the Serverless framework
and GitHub Actions.

Figure 20: Deploying code with the Serverless architecture.

As one of the benefits of IaC is that the configuration for all the resources is
defined in code, the exact configuration for the resources deployed for both of the
architectures can be found in appendices E, D and F.
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4 Results
This chapter covers the experimentation part of the thesis, where the different
identified DevSecOps activities are implemented for the architectures reviewed. The
focus of the experiments is to find differences between the activity implementation
for the backend services of the two architectures. Each section in this chapter covers
the implementation of the corresponding DevSecOps activity.

4.1 Threat modeling
According to Microsoft, threat modelling is one of the most important security
practices [59]. Threat modelling is a well-established and widely used security
practice which helps organizations methodically identify potential risks and protect
their systems from potential attacks. As part of a DevSecOps cycle, threat modelling
should happen as often as possible. For example, each time a new feature is designed
for an application, a threat model could be done for that specific feature. Threat
modelling often also helps with having a more manageable backlog of security fixes
and controls that need to be implemented rather than discovering a list of needed
controls from one big threat model of the entire application. Threat modelling can
also be helpful during the penetration test activity. The penetration testers can refer
to the model to understand the application and test which controls and threats need
to be validated for effectiveness. [94]

There are no perfect threat models, and building a perfect threat model is
impossible. Instead of worrying about if the model is perfect or not, the focus
should be put on building useful models. A useful model contains information for
its intended use and minimizes the amount of non-relevant information. [94] There
are many different methodologies and ways to do threat modelling, but an excellent
way to get started is via Shotack’s four-question frame for threat modelling. The
framework consists of four different questions which are intended to help teams build
better systems: what are we working on, what can go wrong, what are we going to
do about it, and did we do a good job. [95]

The first question to be answered when threat modelling is, what are we working
on? The point of this question is that everyone agrees on the system they are building
and the relevant details for security. Answering this question is also important so that
it is defined what is in the scope of the threat model. For example, in a DevSecOps
cycle, the threat models could be scoped to the feature developed in that sprint. For
this thesis, the threat models created will be scoped to cover the differences between
the architectures, which is the backend portion of the application. This first question
is often answered by creating a model or a diagram of the system in scope. [94]

The most common diagram created for the first question is a data flow diagram.
The idea of the diagram is to model data flow between the different components
of the system. A data flow diagram has five standard elements: external identities,
processes, data flows, data stores, and trust boundaries. External identities are
internal and external actors, such as users interacting with the system. Processes are
any components in our control, for example, virtual machines. Data flows are the
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data moving between components. Data stores are where the data assets are stored
and processed. Finally, trust boundaries mark the zones of trust. Each zone of trust
marks the other components within it to be similarly trusted. For example, an AWS
account in our control can be marked as a trust boundary. Below are the data flow
diagrams for the IaaS architecture in figure 21 and Serverless architecture in 22. The
threat model in this section is scoped just for the backends of the architectures, so
only those should have been included in an actual model.

Figure 21: Data flow diagram for IaaS architecture.
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Figure 22: Data flow diagram for Serverless architecture.

The data flow diagram looks similar to the architecture diagrams of the archi-
tectures, and often a good starting point for a data flow diagram is an architecture
diagram. As the threats often follow data flows, the diagrams are helpful tools in
allowing us to identify valuable assets and what could go wrong when handling the
data. [96]

The second question of the four-question frame is, what can go wrong? This is
arguably the most challenging question to answer, as this is where the threats to the
system need to be identified. Many different methodologies can be used to identify
threats. In this thesis, STRIDE will be used. STRIDE is an acronym comprising six
threat categories that can be used to group threats by a security property violated.
The six categories are spoofing, tampering, repudiation, information disclosure, denial
of service, and elevation of privilege. Methodologies like STRIDE should be used as
a way to think about threats rather than strictly followed. The critical thing is that
threats are found rather than that they are mapped to a STRIDE category.
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Below in table 8 and 9 are the threats that were found for the IaaS and Serverless
architectures.

Component Threat Type Threat Actor STRIDE Description

EC2 Instance API process crash Internal Denial of Service
The EC2 instance can be terminated by accident,

run slow, or the API process can be shutdown

ALB/EC2 DDOS External Denial of Service A flood of requests can be sent that overload the backend

EC2 Instance
Malicious AMI/

Security Misconfiguration
Internal Denial of Service

The EC2 instance can be deployed with a malicious AMI

containing, for example, ransomware

EC2 Instance Privilege elevation Internal Elevation of Privilege
Developers can, via SSH or SSM connect, elevate their privilege

to the level of the EC2 instance

ALB Security Misconfiguration Internal Information disclosure The ALB can be misconfigured by a developer to not use HTTPS

EBS Security Misconfiguration Internal Information disclosure EBS snapshots can be shared outside the account

RDS Security Misconfiguration Internal Information disclosure RDS instance can be misconfigured to be public or have weak authentication

EC2 Instance Secret exposure Internal Information disclosure Developer can view application secrets if stored on the instance

ALB/EC2 Too verbose errors Internal Information disclosure API might return too verbose errors exposing, for example, database details

EC2 Instance Vulnerable OS and packages External Information disclosure Vulnerabilities on the EC2 instance might be able to be exploited

ALB/EC2
Inadequate API monitoring

and logging
Internal Repudiation API need to have adequate logging to investigate events

EC2 Instance Misconfigured API authentication External Spoofing
Malicious users can access endpoints they should not

if API has not been built with secure coding standards

AWS account Spoofing Developer access keys External Spoofing IAM credentials can be stolen from the developer system to access AWS APIs

EC2 Instance Modifying API code Internal Tampering Internal threat actors with access to AWS APIs can deploy malicious code

EC2 Instance Vulnerable third party packages Internal Tampering Application can be deployed with vulnerable third-party packages

EC2 Instance
Security Misconfiguration/

Application Vulnerability
External Tampering/Spoofing

IAM credentials can be stolen from the EC2 instance

if IMDsv1 is used and the application has exploitable vulnerabilities

Table 8: Threats found for the IaaS architecture backend.

Component Threat Type Threat Actor STRIDE Description

Lambda function API process crash Internal Denial of Service
The Lambda function can be removed with the right access

causing the API to fail

API GW/Lambda DDOS External Denial of Service A flood of requests can be sent that overload the backend

Lambda function Security Misconfiguration Internal Information disclosure
The Lambda function can be shared outside the account

via a resource-based policy

RDS Security Misconfiguration Internal Information disclosure RDS instance can be misconfigured to be public or have weak authentication

Lambda function Secret exposure Internal Information disclosure Environment variables can expose secrets in plaintext on the Lambda console

API GW/Lambda Too verbose errors Internal Information disclosure API might return too verbose errors exposing, for example, database details

Lambda function Outdated runtime External Information disclosure A Lambda function runtime can be deprecated but continue to be used

API GW/Lambda
Inadequate API monitoring

and logging
Internal Repudiation API need to have adequate logging to investigate events

Lambda function Misconfigured API authentication External Spoofing
Malicious users can access endpoints they should not

if the API has not been built with secure coding standards

AWS account Spoofing Developer access keys External Spoofing
IAM credentials can be stolen from the developer system

to access AWS APIs

Lambda function Modifying API code Internal Tampering
Internal threat actors with access to AWS APIs

can deploy malicious code

Lambda function Vulnerable third party packages Internal Tampering Application can be deployed with vulnerable third party packages

Lambda function Malicious Lambda layer Internal Tampering The Lambda function can be deployed with a malicious lambda layer

Lambda function
Security Misconfiguration/

Application Vulnerability
External Tampering/Spoofing

IAM credentials can be stolen from the Lambda if the application

has exploitable vulnerabilities

Table 9: Threats found for the Serverless architecture backend.
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For the second question, the process should be repeated multiple times. Ideally,
a big team of developers and subject matter experts will repeat the threat-finding
process multiple times, each going a layer deeper. For example, with the cloud
application architectures in this thesis, a second iteration could focus on the data
flow between the user and the API GW or ALB. However, not every threat can
be found even when repeating the process multiple times. This is why it is a good
idea to define some definition of done when the question is answered. The tables
of threats identified for the application architectures backends are not perfect and
many more threats could be found with further iterations of the process.

Now that the threats have been identified, the third question, "what are we going
to do about it" can be answered. There are multiple different strategies for each
threat that can be used as a response: avoid, mitigate, transfer, and accept. The
risks generated by a threat can be avoided by eliminating the risk, for example, by
deciding not to ship a feature. Sometimes the risks of the threats are so high that
it makes the most sense not to proceed. Many risks can often be mitigated via
different security controls. For the architectures reviewed in this thesis, the point of
the DevSecOps pipeline is to address many of the identified threats by having the
different controls be part of the DevSecOps lifecycle. For example, the DDOS threats
can be mitigated by technical controls described in section 4.7. For some threats,
the risk can be transferred, for example, via choosing a more managed service where
the mitigation falls on AWS’s responsibility area of the cloud shared responsibility
model. Finally, the risk can be accepted if no other strategy is applicable. Based
on analysis of the threat, if, for example, the exploit is very hard and the potential
impact is small, the risk can be accepted as it is not worth it to mitigate. [94]

Finally as a last step the did we do a good job question should be answered. The
point of this question is to drive improvement in threat modeling so they get better
over time and more threats are found.

In conclusion for this DevSecOps activity, it can be performed for both architec-
tures. The threats found will be different for both architectures as they use different
services. The threat modeling again highlights the complexity of cloud computing
platforms as a good amount of knowledge is needed to identify specific threats related
to the services, like threats about lambda layers for the Serverless architecture.

4.2 Penetration test
A penetration test can be performed for any application, no matter what its archi-
tecture is. So in that sense, there should not be any differences between the IaaS
architecture and the Serverless architecture for this activity. However, in AWS, due to
differences between the services, the consequences of vulnerabilities can be different.
To investigate the consequences of SSRF vulnerabilities between the two architectures,
the API was deployed with an SSRF vulnerability in one of the endpoints.

As was discussed in section 2.3.1, the EC2 instances can access the instance
metadata service from a link-local address. When an EC2 instance is created, it
defaults to using IMDSv1, which operates on a request/response method. This means
that if an application is hosted on an EC2 instance using IMDSv1 and it has an
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SSRF vulnerability, the malicious actor can query any of the endpoints of the service.
All of the different metadata categories can be seen in appendix C.

The malicious actor can exfiltrate IAM access keys out of the EC2 instance via the
IMDSv1 if the instance has an IAM role attached. First, the attacker needs to make a
request to http://169.254.169.254/latest/meta-data/iam/security-credentials/, which
will return the name of the instance’s IAM role. Next, the attacker can make a request
to http://169.254.169.254/latest/meta-data/iam/security-credentials/<returned-role-
name> and get access to the access keys for the role as shown in figure 23 below.
The attacker can then, for example, use these access keys from the CLI on their
machine.

Figure 23: SSRF vulnerability in EC2 backend.

There is, however, a very easy way to fix the instance metadata service SSRF
vulnerability. The instance’s configuration just needs to be changed to require
IMDSv2 to be used. After this, the SSRF vulnerability IMDS no longer works as a
token would have to be sent along with the request, which a malicious actor cannot
do.

For the Serverless architecture and the Lambda, the access keys can also be exfil-
trated via an SSRF vulnerability. Files can also be accessed via SSRF vulnerabilities
if the attacker makes a request to file://<path-to-the-file>. The malicious
actor needs to make a request to file:///proc/self/environ, and the response
will contain the access keys for the Lambda function’s execution role. For the EC2
instance access keys cannot be found as environmental variables. These access keys
can also be used, for example, on the malicious actor’s machine or elsewhere outside
of the function’s AWS account.

There is also additional data made available from the Lambda function via SSRF
request to the Lambda runtime API at
http://localhost:9001/2018-06-01/runtime/invocation/next. The return value
for the request contains the event data that is passed to the function when it is
invoked. [97]
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Figure 24: SSRF vulnerability in Lambda backend.

There does not seem to be any way to prevent the Lambda function’s access keys
from being exfiltrated if an SSRF vulnerability exists on the function. The penetration
test can be performed for both architectures, but the impact of vulnerabilities can be
different, as shown in the case of an SSRF vulnerability. Also, for example, for remote
code execution (RCE) vulnerabilities establishing persistence on a resource would
work differently between an EC2 instance and a Lambda function. As discussed in
section 2.4.1 the underlying EC2 instances for the Lambda service have a maximum
lifetime of 14 hours. So at a maximum, that is how long persistence can be established
in a function. Also, the function would have to be invoked regularly during that
time, so the execution environment of the function does not shut down. But to come
to any conclusions on the differences between RCE and SSRF vulnerability impact
between EC2 and Lambda, more research would be needed.

For the EC2 instance, a penetration test could also be conducted from the private
IPs, e.g. resources in the VPC, or via a connection from organization WAN for
example, through a site-to-site VPN to the instances IP, not only through the
application load balancer. For the serverless architecture, the Lambda function does
not accept inbound connections, so, for example, ports could not be scanned. The
fact that Lambda functions do not accept inbound connections decreases the attack
surface for the serverless architecture compared to the IaaS architecture. Although
if resources have properly configured security groups, the EC2 instance should not
be accepting any inbound connections except from the application load balancer.
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4.3 Post-deployment security scan
AWS provides different services for performing post-deployment security scans: AWS
Config, AWS Security Hub, AWS IAM Access Analyzer, and AWS Macie. Config is
a service that, when enabled, records and provides information about resources on
the AWS account. When Config is enabled, the service IAM role invokes the List
and Describe actions for all resources on the account. Config uses this information to
create configuration items for each resource. The configuration items are snapshots
of the resource attributes at that point in time, so for example, the configuration of
the resource, the metadata of the resource, the relationship between that resource
and others, and so on. For example, a configuration item for an EC2 instance also
contains information about the security group attached to the instance. Whenever a
resource configuration changes, Config generates another configuration item for the
resource. The configuration items can be used for a variety of different purposes. One
of them is comparing the resource configurations against desired settings. This is done
via Config rules which represent some ideal configuration. When new configuration
items are created Config checks if the item violates a rule and if it does Config flags
the resource and the rule as noncompliant. AWS provides a list of managed rules and
groups of rules that can be used to validate resource configurations automatically.
[98]

AWS Security Hub is a service that aims to provide a single point to view the
security posture of the AWS account. Security Hub can ingest security data from
multiple different AWS accounts, services, or third-party products and then aggregate,
organize and prioritize the data into findings. Security Hub can ingest findings, for
example, from Inspector and GuardDuty, which are discussed in sections 4.6 and
4.10 and IAM Access Analyzer and Macie discussed in this section. Each finding has
a workflow status that can be changed by the user to indicate, for example, that the
security team has notified the resource owner of the finding. The different statuses
are new, notified, suppressed, or resolved. [83]

Security Hub can also generate its own findings by running automated security
checks, which are based on AWS best practices and industry standards. There are
currently three different standards available in Security Hub: the AWS Foundational
Security Best Practices, the Center for Internet Security AWS Foundations Benchmark
v1.2.0, and The Payment Card Industry Data Security v3.2.1 standards. The
standards consist of a set of controls, each relating to a type of resource and describing
either a standard’s requirement or a best practice. By default, none of the standards
are active in Security Hub. Before they can be activated, AWS Config needs to be
enabled as behind the scenes Security Hub uses Config rules to evaluate the resources
against the standards’ controls. [83]

Below in figure 25 are example findings generated by the three standards for the
frontend S3 bucket. Although there are many relevant findings, for example finding
“PCI.23.2 buckets should prohibit public read access” should be suppressed for this
resource as the bucket has been configured for public access on purpose so it can be
used to serve the static webpage.
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Figure 25: Security Hub findings for frontend S3 bucket.

No matter how the findings are generated they all use the same format. Below in
figure 26 is an example finding details for a finding about EBS encryption not being
enabled by default. All of the findings generated also contain a remediation section
which provides instructions on how to remediate the issue.

Figure 26: Security Hub finding details.
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IAM Access Analyzer is a feature within the IAM service that can generate
findings based on resources that are shared with external identities. These findings
can help to identify unintended access to resources which is a big security issue.
When IAM Access Analyzer is enabled, a zone of trust needs to be set, which can
either be the account or the AWS Organization. Then access analyzer will start to
go through the supported resource types to identify, based on their resource-based
policies or trust relationships, if they are being shared outside the zone of trust. The
currently supported resources in IAM Access Analyzer are S3 buckets, IAM roles,
Key Management Service (KMS) keys, Lambda functions and layers, Simple Queue
Service (SQS) queues, and Secrets manager secrets. For the architectures reviewed
in this thesis, findings are generated for the S3 buckets as they are made public via
the bucket policies as they are used as origins for the CloudFront distributions. IAM
Access Analyzer can be a good way to identify resource misconfigurations, like S3
buckets that are made public by accident or IAM roles that can be assumed from
outside the account, and it is recommended to be enabled on all AWS accounts. AWS
even provides it free of charge to entice more users to enable it on their accounts.
[99]

AWS Macie is a service that generates findings based on personally identifiable
information (PII) and security misconfigurations on S3 buckets. It can be enabled
on any AWS account that handles PII data within applications deployed there and
uses S3 buckets as storage. [100] For the application and architectures reviewed in
this thesis, the only PII findings Macie could generate would be if any PII data
was included in the frontend static files. For the security misconfiguration findings,
similar findings would be generated as IAM Access Analyzer generates about the
buckets being shared externally.

In addition to the native services in AWS, many open-source tools exist to perform
post-deployment security scans. Some tools are for example Cloud Security Suite
[101], ScoutSuite [102], Prowler [103], CloudSploit [104], and Cloudsplaining [105].
All of these perform some type of security posture checks against resources in an
AWS account.

This activity can be performed for both the IaaS architecture and the Serverless
architecture. Although not all resource types are supported in the standards available
in Security Hub, many different relevant controls exist for both architectures. Security
Hub, Config, IAM Access Analyzer and Macie can all be enabled with a few clicks,
so it is effortless to perform this activity.

4.4 Cloud configuration validation
Cloud configuration validation can happen in multiple different phases of the DevSec-
Ops lifecycle. In the develop phase, the IaC files can be scanned in the developer’s
IDE by plugins to detect misconfigurations before they are pushed to a code repos-
itory. One of these plugins is the Checkov extension which is available for Visual
Studio Code source code editor, and PyCharm IDE [106]. Checkov also provides
a CLI tool that can be used during the build phase of the DevSecOps lifecycle to
fail any build that contains IaC code that fails the checks performed by Checkov.
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Currently, Checkov supports scanning for the following IaC frameworks: Terraform,
Terraform Plan, CloudFormation, Kubernetes, Helm, Serverless Framework, and
ARM templates. [107] Due to it supporting both Terraform and Serverless framework
it can be used to scan the IaC code for both the IaaS architecture and the Serverless
architecture.

Checkov should integrate with all CI/CD pipelines as it is just a CLI command
to scan any IaC files. Below is an example command for how the IaC scan was run
for the frontend’s serverless file.

tuomas@tuomas-ubuntu:~$ checkov -f serverless.yml

Listing 5: Running a checkov scan on a serverless framework IaC file.

The findings from the Checkov scan can be found in appendix G. In total 13
different checks were run with 11 of them failing. Some of the failed checks were
because the S3 bucket was configured to serve a webpage, so exceptions should be
set for those checks as they were configured that way on purpose. For the IaaS
architecture Terraform file the Checkov scan found a misconfiguration where IMDSv1
was enabled instead of IMDSv2. Checkov currently has 311 different policy checks
for Terraform files and 151 policy checks for Serverless Framework files [106].

Check: CKV_AWS_79: "Ensure Instance Metadata Service Version
1 is not enabled"

FAILED for resource: aws_instance.this
File: /tf.json:0-0
Guide: https://docs.bridgecrew.io/docs/bc_aws_general_31

Listing 6: Checkov finding for IMDSv1 on the IaaS architecture backend instance.

AWS provides some additional guardrails to help enforce that resources are
configured securely. These guardrails are called SCP, and they are used in AWS
Organizations to enforce maximum allowed permissions. AWS Organizations are
a collection of AWS accounts under the same billing account. For example, many
organizations have a single AWS Organization that contains multiple organization
units (OU), which are collections of accounts under the organization. These OU can
have SCP attached to them, which functions similarly to IAM policies with explicit
denies. The SCPs are inherited from the top to down, meaning if an SCP is attached
to the root OU all OU and accounts under it are affected. [108] By default, an SCP
that allows all actions is attached to the root OU and explicit deny SCPs can be
used to limit the maximum permissions allowed. Below is an example SCP that
enforces that all EC2 instances that are created use IMDSv2.
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{
"Version": "2012-10-17",
"Statement": {

"Sid": "force-imdsv2",
"Effect": "Deny",
"Action": "ec2:RunInstances",
"Resource": "arn:aws:ec2:*:*:instance/*",
"Condition": {

"StringNotEquals": {
"ec2:MetadataHttpTokens": "required"

}
}

}
}

Listing 7: SCP that prevents EC2 instances from being created if they do not use
IMDSv2.

Below in figure 27 is an example of an AWS organization that could have been
used for the application deployed in this thesis. The organization contains three
OUs, the root OU and then two different OU for production and development
environments. The production OU contains an AWS account named thesis-app-prod,
and the development OU contains an AWS account named thesis-app-dev. These two
different accounts would be used to separate the two environments of the applications
from each other. The root OU has an SCP attached that prevents resources from
being created in any other region except Ireland. Since this SCP is attached to the
root, it means that both thesis-app-prod and thesis-app-dev are affected by it. The
production OU contains another SCP that forces all EC2 instances to be created
with IMDSv2 enabled. As it is attached to the production OU, it only affects the
thesis-app-prod account. [108]

Figure 27: AWS Organization with two OUs and SCPs.
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In conclusion, there are multiple different ways of performing the cloud configu-
ration validation activity for both the IaaS and the Serverless architectures. Both
architectures can be scanned by IaC scanning tools to validate that the IaC files
do not contain any critical security misconfigurations. Also, both architectures can
benefit from SCPs. However, Checkov, for example, as an IaC scanning tool, does
not support every single IaC framework available. When choosing an IaC framework
for an application, it should be considered that an IaC scanning tool can be found
that supports the chosen framework. For example, if GitLab’s IaC scanning tool was
chosen for the cloud configuration validation tool, the Serverless architecture’s IaC
files could not be scanned as it does not support Serverless Framework [109].

4.5 Chaos Engineering
Chaos engineering should be an activity practised for all types of application ar-
chitectures. Without chaos engineering, the application teams cannot be sure how
the application will behave when failures occur. Also, chaos engineering is a good
way for the teams to practice incident response and how that affects the application.
For example, if an alert was generated for an EC2 instance and the instance had
to be isolated, would the application fail, or is it able to recover automatically? To
implement chaos engineering in AWS, there is only one dedicated service offered by
AWS to do this called Fault Injection Simulator (FIS) [110].

FIS currently supports performing chaos engineering experiments on EC2 in-
stances, Elastic Container Service (ECS) containers, Elastic Kubernetes Service
(EKS) clusters, and RDS instances. For the IaaS architecture, FIS can be used to
perform the chaos engineering activity. To start using FIS, first, an experiment
template needs to be created. This experiment template defines the actions taken
during the experiment, the targets the actions will be performed on, and the stop
conditions when the experiment should be stopped. [110]

With FIS, the chaos engineering activity can be performed on the IaaS architecture
and the EC2 backend. Before the instance can have experiments performed on it,
it needs to have an AWS Systems Manager (SSM) agent installed and an instance
profile with the AmazonSSMManagedInstanceCore policy attached. The AMI comes
with the SSM agent preinstalled, but the instance profile needed to be attached. After
the prerequisites are filled, a new experiment template can be created. First, actions
need to be defined, they can be one or more actions with different targets. For EC2
instances there exists quite many different action types like aws:ec2-reboot-instances
that will reboot the target instances and many SSM FIS documents which can add,
for example, latency to the instances network interface. [110] Below is an example
action definition figure from the management console that defines 200ms latency to
the instances network interface.
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Figure 28: FIS action to add 200ms latency to the instance’s network interface.

After the target and actions are configured, an optional stop condition can be con-
figured. The stop condition can be any CloudWatch alarm. After the experimentation
template is created, the experiment can be started.

FIS does not support Lambda functions as targets for experiment templates, so
it cannot be used for performing the chaos engineering activity for the Serverless
architecture. Since there are no AWS native services to easily perform chaos engi-
neering experiments on Lambda functions, custom solutions need to be used. There
exist open-source libraries for different runtimes that implement chaos engineering
experiments via decorator patterns in code. For python runtime, an example chaos
engineering library is chaos_lambda [111], and for Node runtimes, a JavaScript
library failure-lambda [112] exists. Below is an example of how the chaos-lambda
library would be used for a Lambda function handler.
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# function.py

import os
from chaos_lambda import inject_fault

# this should be set as a Lambda environment variable
os.environ['CHAOS_PARAM'] = 'chaoslambda.config'

@inject_fault
def handler(event, context):

return {
'statusCode': 200,
'body': 'Hello from Lambda!'

}

Listing 8: Example usage of chaos-lambda function decorator. Source: [111]

The chaoslambda.config contains the configuration for the failure injected to the
Lambda function. It needs to be stored in the Parameter store. Below is an example
configuration for a fault that would be injected into the lambda. Currently, the
library supports three different types of faults: Latency, which adds latency to the
execution, Exception, which raises an exception during the handler execution, and
Status Code, which forces the Lambda function to return a specific HTTP error
code. [111]

{
"fault_type": "exception",
"delay": 400,
"is_enabled": true,
"error_code": 404,
"exception_msg": "This is chaos",
"rate": 1

}

Listing 9: Exception type failure. Source: [111]

Chaos-lambda library would be an option to implement chaos engineering activity
for the Serverless architecture, however, as the API is using FastAPI as a framework
and Mangum as an adapter to run the API in a Lambda function the handler
configured for the function is a variable which can not have a decorator set. So,
unfortunately, chaos-lambda cannot be used for chaos engineering for the architecture.

handler = Mangum(fastapi_app)

Listing 10: Lambda function handler for Serverless architecture.
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In conclusion for the chaos engineering activity for the IaaS architecture, it was
very trivial to set up failure injection experiments. For the serverless architecture, it
was not possible due to the frameworks used for the application code. As discussed
custom tools exist for performing chaos engineering experiments in a serverless
environment however they require more effort to set up compared to the native tools
like FIS provided by AWS.

4.6 Vulnerability Management
There are a few key differences when it comes to performing the vulnerability
management activity for the two architectures. Since the IaaS architecture uses
EC2 instances, which is an IaaS level service, as the backend, the instances must be
regularly patched to fix vulnerabilities as this is within the user’s responsibility area,
as can be seen in figure 4. For the Serverless architecture, which uses Lambda as
the compute service, AWS is responsible for keeping the runtime and the execution
environment vulnerability free. AWS updates the software in the runtime and the
execution environment and releases new runtimes when updates to languages and
frameworks are released, and deprecates runtimes when they are no longer supported.
[113] However, it is the user’s responsibility to update their Lambda functions to a
newer runtime when the function’s runtime gets deprecated.

To perform the vulnerability management activity in AWS, there exists one native
service for vulnerability management, AWS Inspector. AWS Inspector currently
supports continuous scanning of vulnerabilities for EC2 instances and container
images in Elastic Container Registry (ECR). To start using Inspector, it just needs
to be enabled and then it starts automatically performing continuous scans on
images and instances. To scan instances, the instance needs to have an SSM agent
installed and an instance profile with the AmazonSSMManagedInstanceCore policy
attached. There are two different types of findings that Inspector generates, package
vulnerability findings and network reachability findings. [114]

Package vulnerability findings identify software in either EC2 instances or ECR
images that have common vulnerabilities and exposures (CVE). These vulnerabilities
would be something that malicious actors could exploit to access data, establish
persistence or move laterally between systems. Network reachability findings are
generated just for EC2 instances. They identify network configurations that might
be unintended or overly permissive, like, badly configured SGs or access to ports
from the internet gateway. [114]

Below is an example figure for Inspector findings generated for the backend EC2
instance used in the IaaS architecture. A single network finding was generated based
on how the ALB forwards traffic from the internet to the instance. Also, four different
package vulnerability findings were generated for the libcurl package included in the
AMI used to launch the instance.
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Figure 29: AWS Inspector in management console with vulnerabilities found on the
EC2 backend.

Inspector can integrate with Security Hub to send the findings generated in
Inspector to Security Hub. The findings can then be seen via Security Hub as well
and used to assess the overall security posture of the account in the Security Hub
dashboards. [114]

This activity only needs to be performed on the IaaS architecture. To implement
it with Inspector was trivial, however, a more in-depth evaluation should be done on
how Inspector fares versus other vulnerability management tools. For the Serverless
architecture, this activity does not need to be performed as that falls under AWS’s
responsibility area.

4.7 Threat protection
To help perform the threat protection activity for the IaaS and Serverless architectures,
AWS provides a few services that can be classified as intrusion prevention systems:
AWS WAF, Shield, and Network Firewall. These services analyze network traffic
and then prevent malicious traffic from reaching resources.

AWS WAF is a web application firewall that monitors HTTP and HTTPS requests
and either blocks or allows requests to reach resources that are protected by it. When
a request comes to a resource protected by WAF, the resource terminates the TLS
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connection, processes the request, and then sends it to WAF to be inspected and
evaluated. Unlike traditional appliance-based WAFs, there are no servers that need
to be managed when AWS WAF is used. WAF can be used to implement threat
protection to both IaaS and Serverless architectures, as it can be associated with
CloudFront distributions, API Gateways, and Application Load Balancers. [115]

To start protecting the IaaS and Serverless architectures with WAF, first, a Web
access control list (ACL) needs to be created. The Web ACL can be associated with
multiple resources, and its configuration determines the protection strategy for those
resources. If a Web ACL is associated with a CloudFront distribution, it cannot be
associated with other types of resources. Each Web ACL has rules or rule groups
associated with it. Rules are what determine the inspection criteria and an action
that is taken when a request matches the criteria. Rules can inspect HTTP request
components like source IP, headers, body, query parameters, and others. The criteria
can be, for example, to check for requests originating from a country or a region
based on the source IP, to look for SQL code in the query parameter, or to check
for a specific User-Agent header. The rule actions can be count, allow block, or
CAPTCHA. With count action, the request is counted, but WAF does not decide to
block or allow the request; instead, it continues processing the remaining rules in the
ACL. The count action can be used to, for example, add a header to the request
before other roles process it. Block or allow rules decide if the request is blocked or
allowed. In case a request is blocked, WAF responds with an HTTP 403 Forbidden
status code. The CAPTCHA action means that WAF runs a CAPTCHA check for
the request. Rule groups are collections of rules. AWS provides some managed rule
groups that users can use in their Web ACLS. [115]

To implement threat protection for the architectures with AWS WAF, a Web
ACL was created that contained three different AWS-provided rule groups “Common-
RuleSet,” “KnownBadInputsRuleSet,” and “LinuxRuleSet.” The configuration for the
Web ACL created for the Serverless architecture’s API GW and IaaS architecture’s
ALB can be seen in appendix H. After the Web ACL was created, it was associated
with the API GW and the ALB, and it started protecting the resources.

After the WAF was set up, the SSRF vulnerabilities of the backends of both
architectures were tested again. While the WAF cannot fix the vulnerability, the
rules added to the Web ACL were successful in preventing IMDS and Lambda
runtime API endpoints from being sent as the payload to the SSRF vulnerable
endpoint. When either http://169.254.169.254/latest/meta-data/ for IMDS
or http://localhost:9001/2018-06-01/runtime/invocation/next for Lambda
runtime API was sent as the payload, the vulnerable endpoints the WAF blocked
the request and responded with HTTP status 403 Forbidden. In figure 30 below,
the sampled requests of the Web ACL can be seen. The last four requests were
requests that had a payload that was blocked, and the rule that was matched was
“EC2MetaDataSSRF_BODY” from the “AWSManagedRulesCommonRuleSet” rule
group.
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Figure 30: WAF Management Console view showing allowed and blocked requests.

The rules were unable to prevent reading files, so the Lambda functions execution
role’s access keys were still able to be exfiltrated by sending file:///proc/self/
environ as the payload to the API GW. This could be solved via creating a custom
rule with inspection criteria to look for this pattern and adding it to the Web ACL.

AWS Shield is a threat protection service that protects against distributed denial
of service (DDOS) attacks. Shield works on the perimeter of applications and
protects against DDOS attacks on layers three, four, and seven of the OSI model.
The perimeter for applications are the entry points into it from the internet, so for
the IaaS and Serverless architectures, those would be the CloudFront distributions,
the ALB, and the API GW. Out of these resources API GW is not a supported
resource for Shield. [116] For both architectures Shield can be used to implement
DDOS protection for the frontends, however, the backend can only be protected for
the IaaS architecture.

There are two versions of Shield, standard and advanced. The standard version of
Shield is active for everyone at no additional cost. It protects all supported resource
types against the most common DDOS attacks on network and transport layers
of the OSI model. With Shield advanced comes a lot more features like expanded
DDOS attack protection, WAF integration, and response team support from AWS.
With both versions, AWS performs detection on the resource level and the service
level within the AWS network and AWS services. When traffic from a DDOS attack
is detected mitigations are applied that drop bad packets and try to prioritize traffic
from legitimate end-users. [116]

The final threat protection service offered by AWS is AWS Network Firewall.
Network firewall is a stateful PaaS level IDS and IPS service for VPCs. Network
firewall works on the perimeter of the VPC. For the IaaS and Serverless architectures,
this means that Network Firewall can filter traffic from the Internet gateway, NAT
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gateway, or from the corporate WAN. For intrusion prevention and stateful inspection
Network firewall uses Suricata, an open-source threat detection engine. [117]

There are multiple different ways Network Firewall can protect resources within
VPCs. Example use cases would be for example performing deep packet inspection
for unencrypted traffic leaving or entering the VPC, blocking access to known bad
domains, or using stateful protocol detection to filter protocols independent of the
port. A few central components make up the Network Firewall service, rule groups
which are collections of rules for how to inspect and handle packets. Firewall policies
are collections of rule groups and they define the monitoring and protection behavior
of the firewall. The firewall is what connects the inspection rules of the firewall policy
to the VPC via firewall endpoints.

To start using Network Firewall requires significantly more setup, planning, and
configuration than WAF or Shield. There need to be extensive configuration changes
on the VPC level for routing and subnets. Also, the firewall itself needs to be
configured. Below in figure 31 is an example configuration for how the Network
Firewall would be deployed to and used for the IaaS architecture.

Figure 31: Example configuration for Network Firewall for the IaaS architecture.

To use the firewall’s features, all traffic that should be inspected and monitored
should be passed through the firewall endpoints created to each availability zone
that contains subnets that need to be protected. In figure 31, for example, for the
IaaS architecture’s backend ALB, when a request comes in via the internet gateway,
it is routed to the firewall endpoint. After it is processed there, it is routed to the
ALB, which then sends the request to the EC2 instance. When the EC2 instance
then responds to the request, the packets are routed to that AZs NAT GW, which
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routes it to the firewall endpoint where the packets are processed again, and then
from there, the traffic is routed to the IGW, which sends it to the client.

In conclusion, threat protection activity can be performed for both architectures.
However, there are differences in how the services integrate with the architectures.
AWS WAF was the easiest threat protection service to integrate with the architectures.
It also supports all the different services at the perimeter of both architectures, so
CloudFront, API GW, and ALB. One downside, however, for WAF is that the same
Web ACL can not be associated with both the frontend and the backend due to
Web ACLs for CloudFront having special restrictions. Also, there are limits to how
many rules can be associated within a single Web ACL. The Web ACL has rule
capacity units that each rule takes up. With the configuration for the Web ACL
used for the architectures, the three rule groups consumed 1100 out of 1500 available
capacity units. Also, due to each resource only being able to have a single Web
ACL associated with it, users need to carefully consider which rules they want to
use to cover all the possible attacks that might happen against their application.
AWS Shield can be used for both architectures’ frontends, but it can only protect
the backend of the IaaS architecture as API GW is not a supported resource type
for it. So the frontends of both architectures are protected against DDoS attacks
by default with the Shield Standard, but for the backends, protection is enabled for
only the IaaS architecture. There are, of course, other means of providing DDoS
resiliency for the backends, like rate-limiting requests, but dedicated DDoS protection
would be valuable for both architectures. AWS Network Firewall does not provide
any protection for resources that are not in a VPC, so for the frontends of both
architectures Network Firewall provides no value as none of the traffic passes through
the VPC. For the Serverless architecture Network Firewall can be used; however, it
is only effective for the internet-bound traffic from the Lambda function. With the
Serverless architecture, the Lambda invoke, and the response does not go through
the VPC, so Network Firewall has no effect there. For the IaaS architecture, the
backend, however, all the traffic passes through the VPC, so Network Firewall could
be used there. The major downside of the Network Firewall is that it does not
support inspection for encrypted traffic, unlike AWS WAF [117]. This means that
encryption would need to be terminated before the Firewall subnet, for example, at
a Network Loadbalancer.

4.8 Log Collection & System Security Monitoring
As security monitoring cannot be accomplished without effective logging, both of
these monitor phase activities will be discussed in this section. Monitoring has
become quite an ambiguous term where the meaning can depend based on the source.
Generally, it can be thought to mean understanding a state of a system. This can be
either via proactive watching of visual indicators like dashboards or reactive where
notifications are delivered to, for example, the DevOps team to notify them about
a change in the state of a system. This proactive monitoring based on notification
delivery usually means alerting. So activities discussed in sections 4.9 and 4.10 can
be considered subsets of System Security Monitoring activity. This section covers
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some aspects of alerting, and section 4.10 focuses on AWS features specifically meant
for security incident alerting.

AWS provides many different log sources for both the IaaS and Serverless ar-
chitectures, which should be enabled based on the specific monitoring use cases
identified by the user or the security team of the organization. The different log
sources can be broken into different categories. The categories used in this section
are general log sources, meaning logs that should be enabled on all AWS accounts
no matter what services or applications are used, services-specific logs like VPC flow
logs, and finally, application logs from the applications running on the services. Many
organizations that use AWS have multiple different accounts, with each workload or
application being on its own separate AWS account. For AWS organizations, AWS
recommends that the security logging and tooling will be housed on specific AWS
accounts dedicated just for that, but in this thesis, logging and monitoring will be
done on the same account that the applications are deployed to [118].

There are a few general services that should be configured for logging on all AWS
accounts. These services are CloudTrail and Config. CloudTrail, which was already
shortly discussed in section 2.2.1, is a service that records all IAM actions by users,
roles, and AWS services as events. By default, CloudTrail is enabled on an AWS
account when the account is created. However, no logs will be stored or generated,
and events are only available for the past 90 days. To configure log collection for
CloudTrail, a trail needs to be created. The trail is a continuous delivery of events to
an S3 bucket as log files. The trail can optionally also deliver logs to CloudWatch logs.
CloudWatch is a resource and application monitoring service within AWS that allows
users to collect and track different metrics and generate alerts. [119] CloudTrail
is a regional service meaning events happening, for example, in the London region
will only be visible in the London region’s management console, but a trail can be
configured to apply to all regions. This means that a single trail can deliver events
from all regions on the account to an S3 bucket. [16] It is important to set up logging
for CloudTrail as these logs can then be correlated with other log sources or, for
example, GuardDuty findings.

Figure 32: CloudTrail trail delivering logs to S3.
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The principle of least privilege should always be followed for all IAM entities,
whether they are developer or programmatic IAM users or roles, however, this does
not always happen, and often policies contain unused privileges. In addition, IAM
policies are somewhat complex, so there are a lot of opportunities for misconfiguring
IAM identities with too broad privileges. For example, many developers working
on an AWS account might have over-provisioned access if they have any of the
AWS-managed job function-related policies attached to their IAM users or roles.

By performing security monitoring for CloudTrail logs, the account’s adminis-
trators can get a better picture of how IAM identities interact with services and
the resources on the account and whether they are trying to perform actions that
they are not authorized to. For example, with how common it is to have unused
privileges in an IAM policy, a developer might, for instance, accidentally terminate a
NAT gateway from a subnet which would cause resources in a private subnet to lose
internet connectivity. Without any CloudTrail event monitoring, the DevOps team
might first think that it’s a problem with their application, but if monitoring for these
critical CloudTrail events is performed, an event like this can be reacted to much
faster. IAM is also one of the entry points to an AWS account for a malicious actor,
for example, via access keys exposed in a public repository. So, for example, the
IPs from where the events originate should be monitored. For the two architectures
reviewed in the thesis, CloudTrail will log events by IAM users and AWS services
that have IAM roles associated with them. For example, if the Lambda function
and EC2 instance backend make any AWS API calls with their roles, those will be
logged.

There are a few different ways of performing security monitoring for CloudTrail
events natively with AWS services. If CloudTrail has been configured to deliver
logs to a CloudWatch log group, then CloudWatch alarms can be configured to
monitor certain CloudTrail events, like the creation of IAM users with the event
CreateUser. The alarms can be configured to send notifications to an SNS topic
which can, in turn, be configured to send emails when it receives a message to the
topic. AWS SNS is a managed service for message delivery with publishers and
subscribers, where the communication channels are called topics [120]. With this
CloudTrail event monitoring strategy, the security team or accounts administrators
could receive emails about specific events taking place within the AWS account.
However, the downside with this monitoring strategy is that, like with S3 CloudTrail
log delivery, there are considerable delays between when the event happens and when
it is logged in CloudWatch Logs, up to 15 minutes. This means that when an event
that is being monitored happens, the email alert will be sent up to 15 minutes after
the event. This is not ideal as if the alert was indicative of some malicious activity,
then a lot could have happened within that 15 minutes.
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Figure 33: Example event monitoring architecture for CloudTrail.

For a faster time to alert time, there is another architecture that can be used
for many different AWS Security services. This alerting architecture leverages the
functionality of AWS EventBridge, a serverless event bus service that can stream
real-time data from different sources, including other AWS services, to targets like
Lambda functions. Three basic concepts of EventBridge are events, rules and targets.
Events are indicators of changes within the environment that are delivered to event
buses. CloudTrail, Config, Inspector, GuardDuty, and Security Hub deliver events
to the default event bus on an account. Rules match the incoming events and send
them to targets. [121] Below in figure 34 is an example architecture for CloudTrail
event alerting that has a time to alert time within seconds. The way the alerting
works is that CloudTrail does best effort delivery of CloudTrail events to the default
event bus. Then a rule on that event bus matches the events with specific actions
that want to be monitored. When events are matched with the rule, they are sent to
the target, which is a Lambda function. The Lambda function can then, for example,
send an alert on a slack channel that this specific AWS API call has happened, like
termination of the EC2 backend instance for the IaaS architecture.

Figure 34: Example near-instant event monitoring architecture for CloudTrail.

For CloudTrail monitoring, there are no differences between the architectures
reviewed. Both EC2 instance role and Lambda function execution role API calls
show up similarly in CloudTrail logs.

When security logs are collected to S3 buckets, the logs can be further analyzed
with a service called AWS Athena to discover trends or, for example, view other
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related activity around the timeframe of an alert. Athena is a service that allows
SQL queries to be run against data stored in S3 buckets. [122] Analyzing the security
logs is an integral part of incident response to bring context around the alert in either
the triage phase or during post-incident activity. For example, when an anomalous
behaviour finding for a specific IAM user is generated based on CloudTrail logs in
GuardDuty, Athena can be used to query the logs to see all events by that user.
This data can then be used to spot differences, for example, with the IPs used to
call the APIs or other abnormal activity patterns. Another service, AWS Detective,
discussed in section 4.11, can perform a similar function of bringing context around
alerts based on security log data.

AWS Config, discussed in section 4.3, should be enabled on all AWS accounts.
When Config is enabled, an S3 bucket needs to be specified where Config will send
the configuration items every six hours. Config configuration items can be analyzed
via Athena or the management console in the Config service. Athena provides better
query capabilities if more advanced queries are needed than finding configuration
items by the resource identifier. [98] Config configuration item logs play a role in
security investigations when resource configurations before and after an incident need
to be known. An example case might be, for example, when an EC2 instance was
terminated. Via CloudTrail logs, you could see the TerminateInstances API call and
which instance it targeted, but you could not tell how the instance was configured and
so could not correctly do disaster recovery. From the Config configuration item logs,
you can see the exact configuration of the instance before it was deleted. There are
no differences between the two architectures when it comes to analyzing the Config
configuration item logs. For both architectures, all backend services are supported
resources within Config.

VPC Flow logs, discussed in section 2.2.2.1, should be enabled on all VPCs.
Flow logs can be configured to be delivered to either an S3 bucket, CloudWatch Log
groups or Kinesis Data Firehose. However, because of the log delivery delay, flow logs
cannot be used for real-time network traffic analysis. Instead, they should be used
for investigating past events or detecting network trends. [25] For real-time network
traffic monitoring VPC traffic mirroring feature should be used instead. There are
many differences between the architectures reviewed in this thesis regarding how
they integrate with VPC Flow logs.

For the IaaS architecture, VPC Flow Logs work well. The logs contain the field
instance-id, which contains the ID of the EC2 instance. This field can be used to
query for VPC Flow Logs in Athena to find all traffic related to the ENIs attached
to the instance. A good thing for IaaS architecture is that the entire backend API
call will be logged in the flow logs. When the invoke comes in through the internet
gateway, it will be sent to the NAT gateway. From there, it goes to the ALB and,
from there, to the EC2 instance. The response will travel back this same route, and
since all path components exist within the VPC, they will all generate log statements
about the API call. There are still a few considerations on how EC2 instances
integrate with flow logs. If the architecture used auto-scaling groups, there would
have to be additional steps to find which group or application the EC2 instances
were part of that generated the logs. This is because the log files could contain the
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source or destination IPs that had already been reallocated to another instance or
instance IDs that no longer exist. Traffic to instance metadata service will not be
logged on flow logs either, so if an instance has been compromised, the incident
responder cannot tell from the flow logs if it communicated to the IMDS.

For the Serverless architecture, resources need to be configured correctly to benefit
most from VPC Flow Logs. With the Serverless architecture, as Lambda runs in
the AWS service account and is invoked via AWS APIs, it poses some challenges
with VPC flow logs compared to the IaaS architecture. For example, when an API
call comes in through the API GW, and as the Lambda function is invoked, nothing
will be logged on the VPC Flow logs. This is not necessarily a problem, as the
same details should be visible via API GW logs and CloudTrail data events for
Lambda if they are enabled. This means that the security operations need to be
aware of this and have the correct log sources enabled. Lambda hyperplane ENI,
which was discussed in section 2.4.1, poses another challenge with Lambda network
traffic analysis. With the SSRF vulnerability described in section 4.2, for example,
if a domain name is sent as a payload to the Lambda, the network traffic from the
hyperplane ENI to the internet gateway and back will be logged. However, as the
Lambda hyperplane ENI can be shared with any function that shares a subnet and
security group combination, if the account had multiple Lambdas with the same
security groups and subnets, it would be impossible solely based on the Flow Logs
to distinguish the Lambda that the traffic originated from. In this scenario, to find
the Lambda function responsible CloudTrail data events would need to be analyzed
which are not enabled by default when configuring a CloudTrail trail. Also, it is
possible to use Lambda functions outside of a VPC, in which case no network traffic
logs from Lambda to the internet could be analyzed.

Route 53 Resolver Query Logs is something that can be enabled on both archi-
tectures. Resolver Query Logs will log all DNS queries made by any resource within
a VPC so it can be used for both Serverless and IaaS architectures. Like with VPC
Flow logs, the log entries can contain additional information about the EC2 instance,
whereas, for the Lambda function, they would only contain the IP of a Hyperplane
ENI. [123] The DNS Logs can be used in incident investigations or during threat
hunting to look for IoCs like known malicious domain names that were resolved from
within the VPC.

Other common log sources for both architectures that can be enabled if the
corresponding AWS services are used are Network Firewall Logs and WAF Logs.
For example, suppose AWS Network Firewall is configured for the VPC to inspect
traffic as described in section 4.7. In that case, it can be configured to send the
logs to an S3 bucket, CloudWatch Logs or Kinesis Data Firehose. The Network
Firewall logs contain information about the firewall that processed the packet, which
availability zone was the firewall endpoint in that processed the packet, the timestamp
for the event and then detailed information about the event. Event details contain
information like which rule the packet matched against and what the rule action was.
[117] If WAF web ACLs are used, they can be configured for logging to an S3 bucket,
CloudWatch Logs or Kinesis Data Firehose. Similarly to the Network Firewall logs,
the ACL logs contain detailed information about the request and the ACL rules that
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the request matched with. [115]
A log source specifically for the frontend services of the architectures reviewed is

CloudFront logs. CloudFront logs can be configured for either standard or real-time
log delivery. Both standard and real-time logs provide detailed information about
requests that CloudFront receives like the client IP, date, and SSL protocol. In total
the log file for a distribution contains 33 different fields. Standard logs are stored in
an S3 bucket, and are useful for security and access audits. With standard logs the
delivery time after an event is from a few hours all the way to 24 hours. [36] Log
sources for the backend of Serverless architecture are API GW execution logs and
access logs. Execution logs include data about errors, execution traces and other
information like if API keys are used and more. Execution logs are something that
API Gateway manages in CloudWatch logs, and they are automatically configured
when deploying an API. Access logs are something that the developers can configure
when deploying an API. There are over 70 different fields that can be logged for each
request. Access logs can contain general request info, details about the integration, e.g.
the Lambda function, authentication details, caller details, and other miscellaneous
information. [46] Log sources for the backend of the IaaS architecture are Access
logs for the ALB. Access logs contain information about the requests sent to the
application load balancer, like what time the request was received, the client IP
address and port, request paths, and server responses. Log delivery is to an S3
bucket where log files are delivered each five minutes. [42] As a final category of log
sources, there are the application logs generated by the application running in the
backend services of the architectures. For the Serverless architecture and the Lambda
function, the application logs are automatically monitored, and function metrics are
sent to CloudWatch logs. Any logging library that writes to stdout or stderr can
be used for logging, and the log statements will be visible in CloudWatch logs after
about five minutes after the invocation of the function. [124] As long as the Lambda
function execution role has the needed permissions to publish logs to CloudWatch
logs, this application logging experience is straightforward. The process is slightly
more complicated for the IaaS architecture and the API running in the EC2 instance.
By default, no logs from the instance will be delivered anywhere. A few different
options can be used to configure application logs to be sent to CloudWatch logs.
One option is that the CloudWatch Agent can be installed on the EC2 instance, and
application logs can be written to a file which then the agent can send to CloudWatch
Logs. [119] There are also packages for programming languages that can be used to
send logs to CloudWatch Logs. One option for the python programming language
is AWS CloudWatch Lightweight Handler [125]. A few code changes are needed to
configure the package, but after that, it essentially works as seamlessly as the default
AWS Lambda logging.

In conclusion, this DevSecOps activity can be implemented for both architectures.
There is, however, an overwhelming amount of possible log sources that can be used.
So, depending on different monitoring use cases, different architectures might perform
worse or better, or the monitoring use case might even be impossible to implement if
AWS does not provide the required logs. Therefore, relevant monitoring use cases
should be identified during the planning phase when designing the application. Then
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before choosing the services used, it should be checked that the use case is feasible.
Below is an example monitorign use case development workflow that can be followed
when designing applications.

Figure 35: Monitoring use-case development workflow

First, in the requirements gathering phase, it should be determined what needs
to be monitored, what the performance expectations and what available resources
are there. What needs to be monitored can be based on the application’s threat
model and known threats for the services and the cloud platform. An example of a
monitoring requirement identified in the first phase might be outbound connections
from the backend to known malicious IPs. Based on this requirement, the architecture
would have to be changed so that, for example, the Lambdas have to be deployed
inside a VPC so VPC Flow Logs can be analyzed. Next, in the performance and
feasibility review phase, the identified monitoring requirements are checked for a few
criteria before it is decided that they are implemented. These criteria can be, for
example, the cost of generating the alerts and the operations impact. The cost can
be prohibiting as enabling all possible log sources can become expensive fast. The
operations impact should be considered if the organization has available resources to
perform alert triage on the new alerts that this monitoring use case would generate.
During the monitoring use case implementation phase, the use cases are implemented
that passed the review. For example, Lambdas that analyze the logs and send
alerts are created in this phase. Next, in the use case maintenance and performance
reporting phase, the already implemented use cases are tuned, and their performance
is reported. An example of maintenance that might be performed here is tuning the
monitoring to generate fewer false positives or optimizing the architecture for cost.
Finally, if a monitoring use case is no longer needed or is not performing as expected,
it can be deprecated.

For security monitoring there are also many different possibilities for both ar-
chitectures. Each organization or AWS user needs to make their own conclusions
if the native AWS services are sufficient or do they for example want to export all
the log data to a SIEM they are already using for their on-premises environment.
AWS does not have a dedicated SIEM service, like for example Azure does with
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their Sentinel [126]. There is however a service called Amazon OpenSearch Service
which is a managed service that allows deployment of OpenSearch clusters in AWS.
OpenSearch can be used together with the different security log sources and Security
Hub service to function as a SIEM deployed in AWS. Below in figure 36 is an
example architecture by AWS on how the different log sources can be integrated to
OpenSearch.

Figure 36: SIEM implementation in AWS with AWS OpenSearch. Source: [127]

AWS services like Lambda, Athena, and CloudWatch can be used to perform
security monitoring for the architectures. In section 4.10 native AWS security
monitoring services will be discussed.

4.9 Operational Dashboard
AWS provides multiple different services for creating and viewing operational dash-
boards. Many AWS services, including security services discussed in this thesis, also
contain operational dashboards visible within the service in the management console.
For example, the Security Hub dashboard contains many metrics, like findings over
time by severity and IAM principles with the most findings [83].

CloudWatch has a dashboard feature with customizable dashboards in the man-
agement console that can be used to monitor resources and security metrics. In
addition, CloudWatch has pre-built dashboards for different services with different
metrics visualized via widgets. Below in figure 37 is the default Lambda service
dashboard. The service default dashboards contain valuable metrics, and more can
be added to the dashboard based on metric visualization needs.
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Figure 37: CloudWatch default dashboard for Lambda service.

Based on logs collected within CloudWatch Logs, dashboards with custom metrics
visualized can also be created. Below is in figure 38 is an example dashboard based
on VPC Flow Logs. These custom dashboards can be built based on any data stored
in CloudWatch Logs. From the VPC Flow Logs dashboard, important insights into
the network can be gained, like, for example, if there is a sudden increase in rejects,
there might be an attack on-going that is targetting the account’s infrastructure.
Alternatively, for example, some resources might be compromised if there is a sudden
increase in internet-bound communication from the VPC. Regularly looking at the
graphs on the dashboards can be very valuable as it is easy to visually spot anomalous
patterns that can act as the starting point for a root cause investigation.

Figure 38: CloudWatch custom dashboard for visualizing VPC Flow Logs. Source:
[128]
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Other AWS services like OpenSearch discussed in section 4.8 and Amazon Managed
Grafana [129] can be used to build an operational dashboard. Both of these services
can ingest AWS-relevant security logs that can be visualized on dashboards.

This DevSecOps activity can be implemented for both architectures. There are
the same considerations as with log collection and system security monitoring, so
different dashboard metrics might be impossible to implement if AWS does not
provide the log sources for it. When deciding which metrics need to be monitored, it
should be checked that the AWS services used provide the needed logs for the use
case.

4.10 Incident Alerting
AWS has a single service dedicated to providing alerts based on malicious activity
within an AWS account called GuardDuty. GuardDuty continuously monitors an
AWS account by analyzing different data sources to generate alerts for specific
resource types. GuardDuty uses AWS’s threat intelligence, like lists of malicious IPs
and domains, and machine learning techniques to detect indicators of compromise
(IoC) and malicious activity within an account to generate better alerts. GuardDuty
currently has 114 different alerts it can generate, such as communication with
malicious IP addresses, unusual activity by IAM users or unauthenticated calls to
Kubernetes APIs. Alerts generated by GuardDuty are called findings, and they can
be viewed either in the management console or via EventBridge events. GuardDuty
is a regional service meaning it needs to be enabled separately on all regions for an
AWS account. [130]

The findings generated by GuardDuty contain information about the alert and
malicious activity detected. Each finding has a severity level and value determined
by AWS, indicating the potential risk from the malicious activity that triggered the
finding. The possible values for severity range from 0.1 to 8.9, which are then mapped
to levels of Low, Medium and High. Based on the resource type, the finding concerns,
and if the resources were the target of malicious activity or the actor, meaning it
performed the malicious activity, different fields would be available on the finding.
Additionally, each finding will have a summary section containing information like
when the finding was created, which region was it on and, which severity is the
finding. In addition to the summary, each finding contains information specific to
the finding type, like in the example of IAM findings, which anomalous actions were
taken, which resource was affected, and where the actions were done. [130]
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Figure 39: Example GuardDuty finding for anomalous behaviour of an IAM user
when viewed in the management console.

The different data sources GuardDuty can utilize are CloudTrail management
events, CloudTrail data events for S3, Kubernetes audit logs, VPC Flow Logs, DNS
Logs and EBS volumes. The resource types GuardDuty can currently generate
findings for are EC2 instances, IAM Access Keys, S3 Buckets, EKS Clusters, ECS
Clusters and, Containers. [130]

Figure 40: GuardDuty data sources.
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To implement this activity on both application architectures reviewed in the
thesis, GuardDuty must be enabled on the AWS account in all regions via the
management console or AWS CLI. Once enabled, GuardDuty will start generating
findings for supported resources in that region. After GuardDuty has been enabled,
some way of delivering findings as alerts should be created to notify the security
team. If no finding alert delivery is created, the management console view would have
to be continuously refreshed, which would lead to slow reaction times to findings.
A similar alert delivery can be used as was used for CloudTrail monitoring, which
was described in section 4.8. The finding delivery time from when a finding gets
generated and when it is delivered to the EventBridge is 5 minutes, and it cannot be
reduced. [130] In addition to the finding delivery delay, GuardDuty takes about five
minutes, depending on the alert type, to generate it based on the malicious activity
that was analyzed. So typically, from the moment the malicious activity happens to
the time when the alert is delivered to EventBridge is about 10 minutes.

Figure 41: Example GuardDuty finding alerting architecture for a single region.

For both architectures, GuardDuty is able to generate findings for IAM Access
Keys and S3 Buckets. For both architectures, similar findings can be generated
for the frontend S3 bucket that’s used as an origin for the CloudFront distribu-
tions. For example, when the frontends were deployed, a finding with type Pol-
icy:S3/BucketPublicAccessGranted and severity high was created, indicating that the
buckets now are allowing anonymous access from the internet to the object contained
within it.

For the IAM Access Key resources, findings can be generated for human IAM
users created on the account, and for the deployment IAM user used to provision
the infrastructure for the architectures. It is best practice for IAM users to have
them be MFA authenticated before any actions are allowed. This is done via IAM
policy conditions. For the human IAM users, it’s unlikely their access keys could
be misused if they were exposed publicly as the malicious actor would not have the
MFA code needed to use the keys. For the deploy user, however, as these access keys
are used within a CI/CD pipeline, if they were exposed via, for example, a public Git
repository, the malicious actor could use them as no MFA can be required. There are
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ways of restricting the IAM access key usage via, for example, only allowing the API
calls to originate from specific IP address ranges. However, that is not as common
as mandating MFA for users. In an incident where the deployment user access keys
were exposed publicly, many GuardDuty alerts would be generated with the threat
family name of anomalous behavior like in figure 39. However, the findings would
differ between the architectures for the IAM roles assumed by services and the IAM
access keys generated for the role sessions. For the SSRF vulnerability and credential
exfiltration discussed in section 4.2, if those credentials are used outside the AWS
environment, findings will only be generated for the IaaS architecture.

When the access keys from the EC2 instance backend are used outside the AWS
account, a finding with the type
UnauthorizedAccess:IAMUser/InstanceCredentialExfiltration.OutsideAWS is created.
With the Lambda backend of Serverless architecture, GuardDuty does not generate
any alerts for using the Lambda’s access keys outside AWS. This seems slightly
unintuitive as a similar finding already exists for EC2 instances and IAM Access
keys are a supported resource within GuardDuty. However, AWS is yet to implement
a finding type specifically for the Lambda execution role.

The backends of the two architectures and how they integrate with GuardDuty
are where the significant differences between the successful implementation of this
DevSecOps activity are. For the EC2 instance, as it is a supported resource within
GuardDuty, findings can be generated based on the CloudTrail, Route 53 DNS Logs,
and VPC flow logs data sources. These findings can be, for example, unusual network
traffic originating from the instance, which could be indicative of some malicious actor
having established a foothold on the instance or, like in the case of this application in
section 4.2 someone managing to control traffic from the instance. For the Lambda
function in Serverless architecture, no findings can be generated by GuardDuty as it
is not a supported resource for GuardDuty. Even though Lambda functions can and
will generate VPC flow logs and Route 53 DNS Logs when they are deployed to a
VPC, GuardDuty is not supporting Lambdas as a resource.

GuardDuty can also perform malware scans on EC2 instances triggered by specific
findings from the instances. This feature is not available for Lambda functions since
they’re not a supported resource. Recently there have been reports of certain malware
targetting specifically Lambda functions, so this would be good to have for lambdas
if they were a supported resource [131].

In conclusion, this DevSecOps activity can be implemented for both architectures
with native AWS services. However, for the Serverless architecture, the implemen-
tation with the native AWS service GuardDuty is heavily limited as it provides no
support for the backend of API GW and the Lambda function. This means that
similar security issues that are alerted for in the IaaS architecture generate no alerts
on the Serverless architecture, and the incident goes unnoticed. As discussed in
section 4.8 AWS provides other services that can be used to build custom incident
alerting capability. Like with any other way of generating security alerts, it is up to
the incident response team to perform triage on the alerts to see if they are false
positives or true positives. If the alert is true-positive and requires response and
recovery steps, it becomes a security incident.
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4.11 Incident Response
AWS has one security service called Detective, specifically designed to help with
security investigations. AWS also has other services like Lambda that can be used
to automate incident response. AWS Detective is a service used in the management
console that automatically collects CloudTrail logs, VPC Flow Logs, and EKS audit
logs and ingests GuardDuty findings. Detective is designed to help with alert triage,
incident investigation and threat hunting. Typically how Detective is used is that
there is some event that prompts the investigation and works as a starting point for
a Detective investigation. The starting points can be findings from GuardDuty, some
IP address, or another Detective supported entity you want to investigate. After an
entity is selected, the entity’s profile can be viewed, which contains visualizations
generated by Detective. The visualizations are essentially graphs about the relevant
log sources ingested by Detective for a certain scope time that relate to the entity
selected. For example, for a GuardDuty finding entity, the scope might be set to just
before and after the incident to be able to visually see, for example, an anomalous
volume of failed AWS API calls. The scope time can be extended by the user to
view shorter or longer time ranges on the graphs. Based on the investigation into
the entity, the incident responder can then decide if the activity is something that
needs response and recovery, in which case it becomes a security incident. [132]

As most often, the investigations in Detective are started by a GuardDuty finding
similar analysis to logs can be done, for example, via Athena using the storage S3
buckets where the VPC Flow logs and CloudTrail logs are sent to. The most significant
benefit of Detective is that it is able to visualize and speed up the investigations as
no Athena tables need to be created and queries as Detective does that on the user’s
behalf.

Figure 42: Example GuardDuty finding investigation in Detective.
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When the incident needs to be responded to, it can be done manually, via running
scripts that interact with AWS APIs or manually in the management console, or
automatically with certain services that can be automatically triggered to remediate
the incidents. The incident response should follow a playbook containing steps to
respond and recover from the security incident. AWS provides two different sets
of example playbooks for security incident response, the AWS Customer Playbook
Framework [133] and AWS Incident Response Playbooks [134]. These provide a good
start for writing playbooks for different types of incidents. The steps can then be
automated or performed manually by an incident responder.

There are a few options for services that can be used to automate incident response,
like AWS Lambda, AWS Step Functions, AWS Config Rule Auto Remediation and
SSM agent. AWS Config Rule Auto remediation can be used to act on resources that
become non-compliant with Config rules automatically. Automated remediation in
AWS Config works via Systems Manager Automation runbooks. So, for example,
if a bucket is created that allows public read and writes, it would first become
non-compliant with the Config rule, which would trigger an automation runbook to
change the bucket back to private. [135]

For event-driven response services like AWS, Lambda can be used. The idea
is generally the same as in the finding message delivery depicted in figure 41, but
instead of sending a message, the Lambda function calls AWS APIs to respond to
the incident. Below is a figure of an example of event-driven response architecture
with a Lambda function. First, a finding for unusual outbound communication is
detected on an EC2 instance, and the event is delivered to the default event bus.
From the default event bus, an event bridge rule is triggered that passes the event
to a Lambda function that gets invoked with the GuardDuty event. The Lambda
function then would parse the event to see which EC2 instance is the actor, then
check which security group it has attached to it and then remove all the egress rules
from the security group to isolate the instance.

Figure 43: Event-driven architecture for responding to GuardDuty findings.

This event-driven architecture can be used with alerts generated either by AWS
native security services or custom tools that are sending events to EventBridge.
For example, a Lambda function could be invoked for each GuardDuty finding and
bring additional context to the finding via fetching the relevant VPC Flow Logs or
CloudTrail logs from S3, which could be an alternative to using Detective.
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Incident response as a DevSecOps activity can be implemented for both archi-
tectures reviewed in this thesis. The differences come with the available material
relating to the services and how to perform incident response for them and the
native AWS services. AWS Customer Playbook Framework [133] and AWS Incident
Response Playbooks [134] do not contain any incident response plans for specifically
the Lambda or API GW service, whereas they have multiple playbooks on how to
respond to incidents on the EC2 service. Due to the nature of the services and
their threat models, it makes sense that there is not as much material for serverless
services, but it should be something that more attention is focused on. A few re-
sources already exist for incident response for Lambda functions [136]. Regarding
Detective for investigations, it works for the IaaS architecture as the EC2 instance is
a supported resource, and GuardDuty generates alerts for that architecture. For the
Serverless architecture on Detective, you can use it for the Lambda execution role,
but the actual function is not a supported resource. For event-driven response, it can
be performed for both architectures. However, incident response that is automated
via responses to GuardDuty findings is not possible for Serverless architecture as
Lambda and API GW are not supported resources in GuardDuty.
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5 Discussion
The research question this thesis set out to answer was how the chosen application
architecture affects an application’s security during its lifecycle. To answer this
question, it was investigated how identified DevSecOps activities were able to be
implemented for the two architectures. DevSecOps was chosen as the methodology as
it is a prevalent agile methodology focusing on security during the entire application
lifecycle. The two architectures, IaaS architecture and Serverless architecture, were
used to deploy the same application and then the DevSecOps activities were imple-
mented for the architectures. The differences between the two architectures were
the computing services used to host the backend, with the ALB and EC2 instance
making up the backend for the IaaS architecture and the API GW and Lambda
function for the Serverless architecture.

Based on the results of implementing the different activities, it is clear that the
chosen application architecture impacts the application’s security during the lifecycle.
Multiple ways of how the application architecture affected the implementation of the
activities were found.

Certain activities like vulnerability management had only to be implemented for
the IaaS architecture as the backend service EC2 instances are IaaS services, and
managing the OS level is within the responsibility area of the customer. For the
Serverless architecture, as the Lambda function uses the AWS-provided runtime,
there is no need to perform vulnerability management for the function. Of course,
the open-source vulnerabilities on the application level need to be patched for both
architectures. This activity is an excellent example of the benefits of using cloud
computing services more managed by the CSP, like PaaS and FaaS.

Another way the application architecture was found to affect the DevSecOps
activity implementation was that some activities like chaos engineering and incident
alerting could not be implemented for the Serverless architecture. For these activities,
native AWS services that should be used, like Fault Injection Simulator and Guard-
Duty, do not support API GW or Lambda functions as a resource type. As a result,
some custom solutions would have to be used to implement these activities, increasing
the implementation complexity and time. In addition, it is curious why services
like GuardDuty and FIS do not support Lambda functions as a resource because,
for example, the functions can have ENI, like EC2 instances do, and generate VPC
Flow Logs. There is no apparent reason why GuardDuty could not apply the same
machine-learning logic on the VPC flow logs generated by the Lambda function as
it does for the ones generated by the EC2 instances. It might be that AWS does
not consider the security risk to serverless and PaaS services to be severe enough to
support those resources in GuardDuty.

The rest of the activities could be implemented for both architectures with
varying results. The varying results come down to two different reasons. One is
how the security services in AWS interact with the services used in the application
architectures. The other is how the services of the application architecture are
designed. An example of the first reason is for example that API GW is not a
supported resource for the AWS Shield in the threat protection activity. An example
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of how the service design affects the implementation of the activities is how Lambda
functions and the API GW interact with the VPC service. Since API GW does not
run in a VPC and the Lambda functions exist in the Lambda service account and
service VPC the networking security and monitoring capabilities cannot be similar
to those for EC2 instances. Furthermore, as discussed in section 4.8, the Lambda
service’s design significantly affects how the flow logs are generated compared to the
IaaS architectures EC2 instance.

Based on these differences, it can be concluded that the application architecture
significantly affects how the activities can be performed. As the initial application
architecture is most likely decided during the first planning phase or the proof of
concept (POC) phase of the application, careful consideration should be put into
choosing an architecture so that it is possible to perform all the activities within the
standards of the organization. It is clear based on the results that the advertised
security related services of cloud platforms cannot be utilized in all architectures.

However, the approach used in this thesis has some challenges and limitations.
DevSecOps is not a fixed standard with different controls and levels that need to
be applied; instead, it is a guideline or a methodology that emphasises including
security within the application life cycle. This became apparent in section 3.1 as
multiple sources recommended different activities. Some recommended activities
overlap slightly, like incident alerting with system security monitoring. Some of the
sources also had different DevSecOps phase names and counts. Also, many sources
did not mention why the different activities should be performed and which were
more important than others.

Due to these reasons, for organizations looking to apply DevSecOps methodologies
to secure their cloud applications, it can take much work to get started. DevSecOps
is heavily tied into tools that need to be used to perform activities. Only a few
activities like secure coding practices can be considered able to be performed without
any special tooling. This is why organizations need to look into the possible tools
they already have and try to align the architectures around that tooling. For some
activities, if they cannot be performed because of incompatible tools, then a risk-
based assessment should be done to see if the architecture can be used or if some
tooling should be acquired to perform that activity, for example, incident alerting
for the Lambda functions in this thesis. The activity cannot be performed with
native AWS services, so it should be assessed if it is important enough that some
third-party tooling is acquired for this. The third-party tooling can be, for example,
lambda layers offered by some third-party vendors. If the risk is instead accepted,
then it needs to be mitigated by other activities. For example, suppose the lambda
function, for example, starts communicating anonymously due to some RCE or SSRF
vulnerability. In that case, the attacker has already bypassed the WAF setup in the
threat protection activity, and all the other code checks have failed, as the vulnerable
code has already made it to production.

The previous example is also an excellent example of one of the downsides of
the current DevSecOps guidance found online. There are no clear guides on which
activities are more important than others. For example, in the thesis writer’s opinion,
chaos engineering is something that is less important than setting up a WAF in
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the threat protection activity. Also, something that can be concluded based on
the distribution of sources recommending activities is that way more activities are
recommended before the deployment phase than after it. The DAST activity, for
example, is five times more recommended than incident response. Even though
DevSecOps’s entire idea is to bring development, security, and operations teams to
closer cooperation, this distribution might be indicative of the disconnect that is
still present within the teams. It might be that incident response and any activities
performed within the cloud platforms are still thought of as something that the
security operations or the cloud security teams handle on behalf of the agile team
practising DevSecOps. Even if different teams perform them, it would be good to
see these activities recommended more often to emphasize their importance.

The goal of any security work for cloud-based applications should be to secure
the code, cloud service, and landing zone levels of the application. The DevSecOps
activities cover the code and cloud service level quite well, but the landing zone
concept of cloud computing is not mentioned. The landing zone is a blueprint of, for
example, an AWS account where applications can be deployed to where the basics
of an exemplary cloud environment are handled already [137]. For example, in a
multi-account AWS environment, the landing zone where the application would be
deployed is already pre-configured with the IAM, networking and logging by the
AWS operations team of the organization. This might also be one of the reasons
there are not as many activities recommended after the deployment phase of the
DevSecOps cycle.

For the architectures reviewed in this thesis, the DevSecOps activity review should
not be used to classify one architecture as more secure than the other. Instead,
this type of DevSecOps review should be used as a part of architecture reviews
to assess the application’s security and confirm that security is considered during
the application life cycle. A similar DevSecOps review could be conducted for
any architecture on any cloud platform and not just on AWS, as was done in this
thesis. In the end, based on which activities can be performed or not, it is up to
the organization to decide if they will allow the application to pass the architecture
review and be deployed with the controls that can be set in place. As security is
just a part of the reason why a particular architecture should be chosen, the other
reasons are considered to outweigh the security concerns, and the risk is accepted.

As for AWS as a cloud platform to develop secure applications, AWS provides
a wide range of security-related services that can be used to secure applications
running there. However, like with any other cloud platform, the number of choices
of services and the number of features and documentation those services have can be
overwhelming. In addition, there are a few cases where AWS still has very insecure
default settings for resources. For example, IMDSv1 is the default setting on EC2
instances, which caused the access keys able to be leaked in section 4.2. Also, for
example, the fact that Lambda functions do not warn against using a shared security
group which causes the network logs to be unreliable.

For future research in this area, there are many interesting areas that could be
investigated further. One would be to do a review of the security impact of each of
the recognized DevSecOps activities. Which activities provide the biggest reduction
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in business risk per time invested in implementing and maintaining the activity? This
thesis did not account for any of these factors and only investigated which activities
could be implemented for the architectures. Another research topic could be to do
further, more in-depth reviews of each activity with third-party tools included in
the review. This thesis focused on the cloud-native services providing the security
capability, but many third-party tools also exist for many activities. For further
research, it would be interesting also to see a comparison of what activities could
be implemented for containerized workloads running in ECS or EKS. Finally, an
interesting topic would be to review the three major CSPs, AWS, Azure, and GCP,
to see how each platform’s security capabilities differ.
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6 Conclusions
The research question this thesis set out to answer was how the chosen application
architecture affects an application’s security during its lifecycle. Two architectures,
IaaS architecture and Serverless architecture were used to deploy an identical applica-
tion on AWS. Then the DevSecOps activities, identified by a GLR, were implemented
for the architectures. Based on the results of implementing the different activities, it
is clear that the chosen application architecture impacts the application’s security
during its lifecycle. Multiple ways of how the application architecture affected the
implementation of the activities were found. Activities like chaos engineering and
incident alerting could not be implemented for the Serverless architecture with native
AWS tooling. Vulnerability management did not need to be implemented on the
Serverless architecture as that is an activity handled by AWS as it falls under AWS’s
responsibility in the shared responsibility model of cloud computing. For the rest of
the activities, they were able to be implemented for both architectures with varying
results.

Even if the application appears to function similarly to the end user and to
perform similarly when it comes to operational metrics, depending on the cloud
architecture and the services used to host it, the way it integrates into the DevSecOps
activities can be different. Especially if the DevSecOps activities are implemented
using native services and features offered by the cloud platform, many of them likely
are for organizations just adopting DevSecOps practices. Therefore, it is important
to carefully consider the potential security implications of the chosen application
architecture and services used during the initial planning phase of the DevSecOps
lifecycle. This thesis also offers an introduction to AWS cloud and its services,
including security services and their interaction with computing, networking, and
storage services.

Based on this thesis, it is clear that for organizations adopting cloud platforms
and secure agile methodologies, the cloud journey will be a challenging one as
to secure modern cloud-based applications, a lot of special knowledge is needed.
Therefore, organisations must emphasize the need to work in close cooperation with
the development, operations, and security teams while focusing on cloud security
training so each part of the application development team understands the unique
threat landscape of the cloud. Furthermore, a methodology looking at security
controls in each stage of the application life cycle is needed for reviewing cloud
application architectures.
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A AWS Network service layers – IaaS Architec-
ture

Figure A1: IaaS architecture diagram with network components visible
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B VPC flow log record fields

Field Description Version
version Flow log version 2
account-id AWS account ID of the source ENI 2
interface-id ID of the network interface for the traffic which the record is for 2

srcaddr Source address for incoming traffic,
or address of the ENI for outgoing traffic on the ENI 2

dstaddr Destination address for outgoing traffic,
or address of the ENI for incoming traffic on the ENI 2

srcport Source port for the traffic 2
dstport Destination port for the traffic 2
protocol Assigned Internet Protocol Number for the traffic 2
packets Number of packets transferred during the flow 2
bytes Number of bytes transferred during the flow 2

start
Time in Unix seconds when the first packet was received
within the aggregation interval. Might be up to a minute later
than the packet was transmitted or received on the ENI

2

end
Time in Unix seconds when the last packet was received
within the aggregation interval. Might be up to a minute later
than the packet was transmitted or received on the ENI

2

action ACCEPT if traffic was permitted by security groups and NACLs,
REJECT if traffic was not permitted by security groups and NACLs 2

log-status
logging status for the flow log: OK if the data is logging normally,
NODATA if there was no traffic, SKIPDATA if some flow log records
were skipped during aggregation interval

2

vpc-id ID of the VPC that contains the ENI traffic was recorded for 3
subnet-id ID of the subnet that contains the ENI traffic was recorded for 3

instance-id
ID of the EC2 instance that’s associated with the ENI traffic was
recorded for. Returns "-" if the network interface was created by AWS
on behalf of the user e.g. for a NAT gateway

3

tcp-flags bitmask value for the TCP flag 3
type The type of traffic. IPv4, IPv6 or EFA 3

pkt-srcaddr
The packet-level source IP address of the traffic.
Can be used with scraddr field to distinguish intermediate layer
and source for the traffic.

3

pkt-dstaddr
The packet-level destination IP address of the traffic.
Can be used with scraddr field to distinguish intermediate layer
and destination for the traffic.

3

region AWS region for the ENI 4
az-id ID for the availability zone for the ENI. If traffic if from a sublocation value is "-" 4
sublocation-id ID for the sublocation for the ENI. If traffic is not from a sublocation value is "-" 4
pkt-src-aws-service Name of the AWS service if source IP is from an AWS service 5
pkt-dst-aws-service Name of the AWS service if source IP is from an AWS service 5
flow-direction The direction of the flow. Values can be ingress or egress 5

traffic-path

The path that egress traffic takes to the destination. Possible values are:
1 - Through another resource in the same VPC
2 - Through an internet gateway or a gateway VPC endpoint
3 - Through a virtual private gateway
4 - Through an intra-region VPC peering connection
5 - Through an inter-region VPC peering connection
6 - Through a local gateway
7 - Through a gateway VPC endpoint. Only for Nitro-based EC2
8 - Through an internet gateway. Only for Nitro-based EC2

5

Table B1: All possible fields for a VPC flog log record. Source: [25]
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C Instance Metadata categories

Category Description

ami-id ID of the AMI used to launch
the instance

ami-launch-index
If multiple instances were launched
at once returns the index of
this instance

ami-manifest-path

If instance store-backed EC2
returns the path to
AMI manifest in S3
If EBS-backed returns unknown

ancestor-ami-ids
AMI IDs of instances that were
bundled to create
this AMI if any

autoscaling/target-lifecycle-state

Target Auto Scaling lifecycle
state that
an Auto Scaling instance
is transitioning to

block-device-mapping/ami Virtual device that contains
the root file system

block-device-mapping/ebs<index> Virtual device associated
with EBS volume

block-device-mapping/ephemeral<index> Virtual device for any instance
store volume

block-device-mapping/root
Virtual devices or partitions
associated with
the root device

block-device-mapping/swap Virtual devices associated
with swap

elastic-gpus/associations/<elastic-gpu-id> If the instance has a GPU attached,
returns information about it

elastic-inference/associations/<eia-id>
If the instance has an elastic
interface attached,
returns information about it

events/maintenance/history History of the maintenance
events for the instance

events/maintenance/scheduled Information of scheduled
maintenance events

events/recommendations/rebalance
UTC time when EC2 instance
rebalance recommendation
was emitted if one was emitted
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hostname

If instance is using IP-based naming
returns private
IPv4 DNS hostname of the instance.
If instance is using resource-based
naming this is the RBN

iam/info
If the instance has an IAM role returns
the information about last update date,
instance profile ARN and instance profile ID

iam/security-credentials/<role-name> If the instance has an IAM role
returns temporary access keys for the role

identity-credentials/ec2/info AWS internal use only.
Returns Access keys used for AWS features

identity-credentials/ec2/security-credentials
/ec2-instance

AWS internal use only.
Returns Access keys that allow
on-instance
software
to identify itself to AWS

instance-action
Notifies that the instance
should reboot
in preparation for bundling

instance-id ID of the instance
instance-life-cycle Purchasing option used for instance
instance-type The type of instance

ipv6 IPv6 address on the primary
network interface

kernel-id ID of the kernel launched with
this instance

local-hostname Primary network interface IPBN or RBN
if applicable

local-ipv4 Private IPv4 address of the instance
mac Instance’s MAC address
network/interfaces/macs/<mac>
/device-number

Unique device number associated with
the interface

network/interfaces/macs/<mac>
/interface-id ID of the network interface

network/interfaces/macs/<mac>
/ipv4-associations/<public-ip>

The private IPv4 address that are
associated with each public IP
assigned to the interface

network/interfaces/macs/<mac>
/ipv6s

IPv6 address associated
with the interface

network/interfaces/macs/<mac>
/local-hostname

Private IPv4 DNS hostname
of the instance
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network/interfaces/macs/
<mac>/local-ipv4s Private IPv4 address of the interface

network/interfaces/macs/<mac>
/mac Instance’s MAC address

network/interfaces/macs/
<mac>/network-card-index Index of the network card

network/interfaces/macs/<mac>
/owner-id

The ID of the owner of
the network interface

network/interfaces/macs/
<mac>/public-hostname The interface’s public DNS

network/interfaces/macs/<mac>
/public-ipv4s The public IP address of the interface

network/interfaces/macs/<mac>
/security-groups Security groups for the interface

network/interfaces/macs/<mac>
/security-group-ids Security group IDs for the interface

network/interfaces/macs/<mac>
/subnet-id Subnet ID for the interface

network/interfaces/macs/<mac>
/subnet-ipv4-cidr-block IPv4 CIDR block of the subnet

network/interfaces/macs/<mac>
/subnet-ipv6-cidr-blocks IPv6 CIDR block of the subnet

network/interfaces/macs/
<mac>/vpc-id VPC ID of the interface

network/interfaces/macs/
<mac>/vpc-ipv4-cidr-block

Primary IPv4 CIDR block of
the interface’s VPC

network/interfaces/macs/<mac>
/vpc-ipv4-cidr-blocks IPv4 CIDR blocks of the interface’s VPC

network/interfaces/macs/<mac>
/vpc-ipv6-cidr-blocks IPv6 CIDR block of the interface’s VPC

placement/availability-zone Availability Zone of the instance
placement/availability-zone-id Availability Zone ID of the instance
placement/group-name Placement group name of the instance

placement/host-id
ID of the host for where the
instance was launched
if a dedicated instance

placement/partition-number Partition number where
the instance was launched

placement/region AWS region of the instance

product-codes
AWS Marketplace product codes
associated with
the instance if applicable

public-hostname Instance’s public IPv4 DNS
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public-ipv4 The public IPv4 address
public-keys/0/openssh-key Public key
ramdisk-id ID of the RAM disk, if applicable
reservation-id ID of the reservation, if applicable

security-groups Names of security groups
applied to the instance

services/domain The domain of AWS resources for
the region

services/partition The partition that the resource is in

spot/instance-action The action and UTC time for
when it will occur

spot/termination-time The termination time in UTC
tags/instance Tags associated with the instance

Table C1: Instance metadata categories. Source: [138]
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D Serverless file for API – Serverless Architecture
service: aws-thesis-app-lambda

frameworkVersion: ">=2.5.0 <3.0.0"

custom:
team: aws-thesis-team
aws:

accountId: REDACTED
vpcId: REDACTED
subnetIds:

- REDACTED
- REDACTED
- REDACTED

environment:
prod:

CORS_ALLOWED_ORIGINS: REDACTED
local:

CORS_ALLOWED_ORIGINS: http://localhost:3000
provider:

name: aws
runtime: python3.9
stage: ${opt:stage}
region: eu-west-1
stackTags:

component: ${self:service}
timeout: 30
versionFunctions: false
environment:

APP_SERVICE: aws-thesis-app-lambda
APP_STAGE: ${self:provider.stage}
APP_VERSION: ${env:VERSION}

vpc:
securityGroupIds:

- Ref: LambdaSecurityGroup
subnetIds: ${self:custom.aws.subnetIds}

iam:
role:

statements:
- Effect: Allow

Action:
- ssm:GetParametersByPath

Resource:
- "arn:aws:ssm:${self:provider.region}:${self:custom.aws.
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accountId}:parameter/${self:service}-${self:provider.stage}/"

plugins:
- serverless-offline
- serverless-python-requirements

package:
patterns:

- "!node_modules/**"
- "!package*.json"
- "!requirements*.txt"

- "!venv/**"

functions:
handler:

handler: app/main.handler
environment: ${self:custom.environment.${self:provider.stage}}
events:

- http:
path: /{proxy+}
method: ANY
cors:

origin: "*"
headers:

- Content-Type
- X-Amz-Date
- Authorization
- X-Api-Key
- X-Amz-Security-Token
- X-Amz-User-Agent

resources:
Resources:

LambdaSecurityGroup:
Type: AWS::EC2::SecurityGroup
Properties:

GroupName: ${self:service}-${self:provider.stage}
GroupDescription: ${self:service}-${self:provider.stage}
SecurityGroupEgress:

- IpProtocol: -1
CidrIp: 0.0.0.0/0

VpcId: ${self:custom.aws.vpcId}
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E Serverless file for frontend
service: aws-thesis-frontend

frameworkVersion: ">3.0.0"

custom:
team: thesis-team
hostname:

dev: REDACTED
prod: REDACTED

aws:
acmCertificate: REDACTED

s3Sync:
- bucketName: ${self:service}-${self:provider.stage}

localDir: build
defaultContentType: text/html
params:

- "**/*.html":
CacheControl: "no-cache"

provider:
name: aws
stage: ${opt:stage}
region: eu-west-1
stackTags:

environment: ${self:provider.stage}
service: ${self:service}
team: ${self:custom.team}

versionFunctions: false

plugins:
- serverless-s3-sync

resources:
Resources:

StaticSite:
Type: AWS::S3::Bucket
Properties:

AccessControl: PublicRead
BucketName: ${self:service}-${self:provider.stage}
WebsiteConfiguration:

IndexDocument: index.html
ErrorDocument: index.html

StaticSiteS3BucketPolicy:
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Type: AWS::S3::BucketPolicy
Properties:

Bucket:
Ref: StaticSite

PolicyDocument:
Statement:

- Sid: PublicReadGetObject
Effect: Allow
Principal: "*"
Action:

- s3:GetObject
Resource:

Fn::Join: ["", ["arn:aws:s3:::",
{ "Ref": "StaticSite" }, "/*"]]

WebAppCloudFrontDistribution:
Type: AWS::CloudFront::Distribution
Properties:

DistributionConfig:
Origins:

- DomainName: ${self:service}-${self:provider.stage}.
s3-${self:provider.region}.amazonaws.com

Id: ${self:service}-${self:provider.stage}
CustomOriginConfig:

HTTPPort: 80
HTTPSPort: 443
OriginProtocolPolicy: https-only

Enabled: "true"
Aliases:

- ${self:custom.hostname.${self:provider.stage}}
DefaultRootObject: index.html
CustomErrorResponses:

- ErrorCode: 404
ResponseCode: 200
ResponsePagePath: /index.html

DefaultCacheBehavior:
AllowedMethods:

- DELETE
- GET
- HEAD
- OPTIONS
- PATCH
- POST
- PUT

TargetOriginId: ${self:service}-${self:provider.stage}
ForwardedValues:
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QueryString: "false"
Cookies:

Forward: none
ViewerProtocolPolicy: redirect-to-https

ViewerCertificate:
AcmCertificateArn: ${self:custom.aws.acmCertificate}
SslSupportMethod: sni-only

PriceClass: PriceClass_100
Tags:

- Key: team
Value: thesis-team

Outputs:
WebAppCloudFrontDistributionOutput:

Value:
"Fn::GetAtt": [WebAppCloudFrontDistribution, DomainName]
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F Terraform file for application – IaaS Architec-
ture

data "http" "myip" {
url = "http://ipv4.icanhazip.com"

}

module "vpc" {
source = "terraform-aws-modules/vpc/aws"

name = "aws-thesis-app-vpc"
cidr = "10.0.0.0/16"

azs = ["eu-west-1a", "eu-west-1b", "eu-west-1c"]
private_subnets = ["10.0.1.0/24", "10.0.2.0/24", "10.0.3.0/24"]
public_subnets = ["10.0.101.0/24", "10.0.102.0/24", "10.0.103.0/24"]

enable_nat_gateway = true
single_nat_gateway = true
one_nat_gateway_per_az = false

tags = {
Terraform = "true"
Environment = "prod"

}
}

module "alb_sg" {
source = "terraform-aws-modules/security-group/aws//modules/http-80"

name = "alb-sg"
description = "Security group for ALB with ports open to my IP"
vpc_id = module.vpc.vpc_id
ingress_cidr_blocks = ["${chomp(data.http.myip.body)}/32", "10.0.0.0/16"]

}

module "backend_sg" {
source = "terraform-aws-modules/security-group/aws//modules/http-80"

name = "backend-sg"
description = "Security group for backend with ports open to VPC"
vpc_id = module.vpc.vpc_id
ingress_cidr_blocks = ["10.0.0.0/16"]

}
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module "alb" {
source = "terraform-aws-modules/alb/aws"
version = "~> 6.0"

name = "my-alb"

load_balancer_type = "application"

vpc_id = module.vpc.vpc_id
subnets = [module.vpc.public_subnets[1],
module.vpc.public_subnets[2]]
security_groups = [module.alb_sg.security_group_id]

target_groups = [
{

name_prefix = "pref-"
backend_protocol = "HTTP"
backend_port = 80
target_type = "instance"
targets = [

{
target_id = module.ec2_backend.id
port = 80

}
]

}
]

http_tcp_listeners = [
{

port = 80
protocol = "HTTP"
target_group_index = 0

}
]

tags = {
Environment = "Test"

}
}

module "ec2_backend" {
source = "terraform-aws-modules/ec2-instance/aws"
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name = "thesis-backend-instance"
ami = "ami-0c1bc246476a5572b"
instance_type = "t2.micro"
subnet_id = module.vpc.private_subnets[1]
vpc_security_group_ids = [module.backend_sg.security_group_id]

tags = {
Terraform = "true"
Environment = "prod"

}
}
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G Checkov results for Frontend Serverless file

_ _
___| |__ ___ ___| | _______ __

/ __| '_ \ / _ \/ __| |/ / _ \ \ / /
| (__| | | | __/ (__| < (_) \ V /
\___|_| |_|\___|\___|_|\_\___/ \_/

By bridgecrew.io | version: 2.0.1190

serverless scan results:

Passed checks: 2, Failed checks: 11, Skipped checks: 0

Check: CKV_AWS_57: "Ensure the S3 bucket does not allow WRITE
permissions to everyone"↪→

PASSED for resource: AWS::S3::Bucket.StaticSite
File: serverless.yml:36-43
Guide:

https://docs.bridgecrew.io/docs/s3_2-acl-write-permissions-everyone↪→

Check: CKV_AWS_34: "Ensure cloudfront distribution
ViewerProtocolPolicy is set to HTTPS"↪→

PASSED for resource:
AWS::CloudFront::Distribution.WebAppCloudFrontDistribution↪→

File: serverless.yml:58-99
Guide: https://docs.bridgecrew.io/docs/networking_32

Check: CKV_AWS_54: "Ensure S3 bucket has block public policy enabled"
FAILED for resource: AWS::S3::Bucket.StaticSite
File: serverless.yml:36-43
Guide: https://docs.bridgecrew.io/docs/bc_aws_s3_20

36 | StaticSite:
37 | Type: AWS::S3::Bucket
38 | Properties:
39 | AccessControl: PublicRead
40 | BucketName:

${self:service}-${self:provider.stage}↪→

41 | WebsiteConfiguration:
42 | IndexDocument: index.html
43 | ErrorDocument: index.html

Check: CKV_AWS_55: "Ensure S3 bucket has ignore public ACLs enabled"
FAILED for resource: AWS::S3::Bucket.StaticSite
File: serverless.yml:36-43
Guide: https://docs.bridgecrew.io/docs/bc_aws_s3_21
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36 | StaticSite:
37 | Type: AWS::S3::Bucket
38 | Properties:
39 | AccessControl: PublicRead
40 | BucketName:

${self:service}-${self:provider.stage}↪→

41 | WebsiteConfiguration:
42 | IndexDocument: index.html
43 | ErrorDocument: index.html

Check: CKV_AWS_21: "Ensure the S3 bucket has versioning enabled"
FAILED for resource: AWS::S3::Bucket.StaticSite
File: serverless.yml:36-43
Guide:

https://docs.bridgecrew.io/docs/s3_16-enable-versioning↪→

36 | StaticSite:
37 | Type: AWS::S3::Bucket
38 | Properties:
39 | AccessControl: PublicRead
40 | BucketName:

${self:service}-${self:provider.stage}↪→

41 | WebsiteConfiguration:
42 | IndexDocument: index.html
43 | ErrorDocument: index.html

Check: CKV_AWS_18: "Ensure the S3 bucket has access logging enabled"
FAILED for resource: AWS::S3::Bucket.StaticSite
File: serverless.yml:36-43
Guide: https://docs.bridgecrew.io/docs/s3_13-enable-logging

36 | StaticSite:
37 | Type: AWS::S3::Bucket
38 | Properties:
39 | AccessControl: PublicRead
40 | BucketName:

${self:service}-${self:provider.stage}↪→

41 | WebsiteConfiguration:
42 | IndexDocument: index.html
43 | ErrorDocument: index.html

Check: CKV_AWS_20: "Ensure the S3 bucket does not allow READ
permissions to everyone"↪→

FAILED for resource: AWS::S3::Bucket.StaticSite
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File: serverless.yml:36-43
Guide:

https://docs.bridgecrew.io/docs/s3_1-acl-read-permissions-everyone↪→

36 | StaticSite:
37 | Type: AWS::S3::Bucket
38 | Properties:
39 | AccessControl: PublicRead
40 | BucketName:

${self:service}-${self:provider.stage}↪→

41 | WebsiteConfiguration:
42 | IndexDocument: index.html
43 | ErrorDocument: index.html

Check: CKV_AWS_53: "Ensure S3 bucket has block public ACLS enabled"
FAILED for resource: AWS::S3::Bucket.StaticSite
File: serverless.yml:36-43
Guide: https://docs.bridgecrew.io/docs/bc_aws_s3_19

36 | StaticSite:
37 | Type: AWS::S3::Bucket
38 | Properties:
39 | AccessControl: PublicRead
40 | BucketName:

${self:service}-${self:provider.stage}↪→

41 | WebsiteConfiguration:
42 | IndexDocument: index.html
43 | ErrorDocument: index.html

Check: CKV_AWS_19: "Ensure the S3 bucket has server-side-encryption
enabled"↪→

FAILED for resource: AWS::S3::Bucket.StaticSite
File: serverless.yml:36-43
Guide:

https://docs.bridgecrew.io/docs/s3_14-data-encrypted-at-rest↪→

36 | StaticSite:
37 | Type: AWS::S3::Bucket
38 | Properties:
39 | AccessControl: PublicRead
40 | BucketName:

${self:service}-${self:provider.stage}↪→

41 | WebsiteConfiguration:
42 | IndexDocument: index.html
43 | ErrorDocument: index.html
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Check: CKV_AWS_56: "Ensure S3 bucket has 'restrict_public_bucket'
enabled"↪→

FAILED for resource: AWS::S3::Bucket.StaticSite
File: serverless.yml:36-43
Guide: https://docs.bridgecrew.io/docs/bc_aws_s3_22

36 | StaticSite:
37 | Type: AWS::S3::Bucket
38 | Properties:
39 | AccessControl: PublicRead
40 | BucketName:

${self:service}-${self:provider.stage}↪→

41 | WebsiteConfiguration:
42 | IndexDocument: index.html
43 | ErrorDocument: index.html

Check: CKV_AWS_174: "Verify CloudFront Distribution Viewer
Certificate is using TLS v1.2"↪→

FAILED for resource:
AWS::CloudFront::Distribution.WebAppCloudFrontDistribution↪→

File: serverless.yml:58-99
Guide: https://docs.bridgecrew.io/docs/bc_aws_networking_63

58 | WebAppCloudFrontDistribution:
59 | Type: AWS::CloudFront::Distribution
60 | Properties:
61 | DistributionConfig:
62 | Origins:
63 | - DomainName:

${self:service}-${self:provider.stage}↪→

.s3-${self:provider.region}.amazonaws.com
64 | Id:

${self:service}-${self:provider.stage}↪→

65 | CustomOriginConfig:
66 | HTTPPort: 80
67 | HTTPSPort: 443
68 | OriginProtocolPolicy: https-only
69 | Enabled: "true"
70 | Aliases:
71 | -

${self:custom.hostname.${self:provider.stage}}↪→

72 | DefaultRootObject: index.html
73 | CustomErrorResponses:
74 | - ErrorCode: 404
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75 | ResponseCode: 200
76 | ResponsePagePath: /index.html
77 | DefaultCacheBehavior:
78 | AllowedMethods:
79 | - DELETE
80 | - GET
81 | - HEAD
82 | - OPTIONS
83 | - PATCH
84 | - POST
85 | - PUT
86 | TargetOriginId:

${self:service}-${self:provider.stage}↪→

87 | ForwardedValues:
88 | QueryString: "false"
89 | Cookies:
90 | Forward: none
91 | ViewerProtocolPolicy:

redirect-to-https↪→

92 | ViewerCertificate:
93 | # CloudFrontDefaultCertificate: true
94 | AcmCertificateArn:

${self:custom.aws.acmCertificate}↪→

95 | SslSupportMethod: sni-only
96 | PriceClass: PriceClass_100
97 | Tags:
98 | - Key: team
99 | Value: thesis-team

Check: CKV_AWS_68: "CloudFront Distribution should have WAF enabled"
FAILED for resource:

AWS::CloudFront::Distribution.WebAppCloudFrontDistribution↪→

File: serverless.yml:58-99
Guide: https://docs.bridgecrew.io/docs/bc_aws_general_27

58 | WebAppCloudFrontDistribution:
59 | Type: AWS::CloudFront::Distribution
60 | Properties:
61 | DistributionConfig:
62 | Origins:
63 | - DomainName:

${self:service}-${self:provider.stage}↪→

.s3-${self:provider.region}.amazonaws.com
64 | Id:

${self:service}-${self:provider.stage}↪→
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65 | CustomOriginConfig:
66 | HTTPPort: 80
67 | HTTPSPort: 443
68 | OriginProtocolPolicy: https-only
69 | Enabled: "true"
70 | Aliases:
71 | -

${self:custom.hostname.${self:provider.stage}}↪→

72 | DefaultRootObject: index.html
73 | CustomErrorResponses:
74 | - ErrorCode: 404
75 | ResponseCode: 200
76 | ResponsePagePath: /index.html
77 | DefaultCacheBehavior:
78 | AllowedMethods:
79 | - DELETE
80 | - GET
81 | - HEAD
82 | - OPTIONS
83 | - PATCH
84 | - POST
85 | - PUT
86 | TargetOriginId:

${self:service}-${self:provider.stage}↪→

87 | ForwardedValues:
88 | QueryString: "false"
89 | Cookies:
90 | Forward: none
91 | ViewerProtocolPolicy:

redirect-to-https↪→

92 | ViewerCertificate:
93 | # CloudFrontDefaultCertificate: true
94 | AcmCertificateArn:

${self:custom.aws.acmCertificate}↪→

95 | SslSupportMethod: sni-only
96 | PriceClass: PriceClass_100
97 | Tags:
98 | - Key: team
99 | Value: thesis-team

Check: CKV_AWS_86: "Ensure Cloudfront distribution has Access Logging
enabled"↪→

FAILED for resource:
AWS::CloudFront::Distribution.WebAppCloudFrontDistribution↪→

File: serverless.yml:58-99
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Guide: https://docs.bridgecrew.io/docs/logging_20

58 | WebAppCloudFrontDistribution:
59 | Type: AWS::CloudFront::Distribution
60 | Properties:
61 | DistributionConfig:
62 | Origins:
63 | - DomainName:

${self:service}-${self:provider.stage}↪→

.s3-${self:provider.region}.amazonaws.com
64 | Id:

${self:service}-${self:provider.stage}↪→

65 | CustomOriginConfig:
66 | HTTPPort: 80
67 | HTTPSPort: 443
68 | OriginProtocolPolicy: https-only
69 | Enabled: "true"
70 | Aliases:
71 | -

${self:custom.hostname.${self:provider.stage}}↪→

72 | DefaultRootObject: index.html
73 | CustomErrorResponses:
74 | - ErrorCode: 404
75 | ResponseCode: 200
76 | ResponsePagePath: /index.html
77 | DefaultCacheBehavior:
78 | AllowedMethods:
79 | - DELETE
80 | - GET
81 | - HEAD
82 | - OPTIONS
83 | - PATCH
84 | - POST
85 | - PUT
86 | TargetOriginId:

${self:service}-${self:provider.stage}↪→

87 | ForwardedValues:
88 | QueryString: "false"
89 | Cookies:
90 | Forward: none
91 | ViewerProtocolPolicy:

redirect-to-https↪→

92 | ViewerCertificate:
93 | # CloudFrontDefaultCertificate: true
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94 | AcmCertificateArn:
${self:custom.aws.acmCertificate}↪→

95 | SslSupportMethod: sni-only
96 | PriceClass: PriceClass_100
97 | Tags:
98 | - Key: team
99 | Value: thesis-team
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H WAF Web ACL configuration for API GW

Figure H1: WAF Web ACL configuration for Serverless architecture API GW.
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